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ANNEX 

1. BUDGET

1.1. Budget heading

Article 06 03 03, financial support for projects of common interest in the trans-European 
transport network. 

1.2. Budget resources: 

The total amount of grants, to be allocated in 2012 on the basis of this programme, to projects 
of common interest in the field of the trans-European transport network shall be of the amount 
of €50 million. 

This work programme does not exclude that an additional multi-annual work programme 
2012 may be adopted, with a supplementary budget. 

2. THE FOLLOWING PRIORITIES AND LINES OF UNION FUNDING WILL
BE PURSUED IN THE MULTI-ANNUAL WORK PROGRAMME

This Programme establishes the basis for the granting of aid to projects of common interest in 
the field of the trans-European transport network in the area of Motorways of the Sea (MoS). 

For these projects, within the scope of the global and generic objectives and priorities defined 
in this work programme, more specific objectives may be elaborated in the call for proposals.  

3. OBJECTIVES AND PRIORITIES:

3.1. General objectives

In order to implement the key priorities of the work programme the following general 
objectives will be pursued for Motorways of the Sea (MoS): 

Pursuant to Article 13 of the TEN-T Guidelines, the current work programme sets the 
framework conditions to support the submission of Motorways of the Sea proposals that 
would facilitate the development of a TEN-T Motorways of the Sea network connecting the 
regions of Europe. Synergies with TEN-T port development projects as well as maritime 
connections with neighbouring countries shall be exploited when feasible. 

The aim of the TEN-T MoS network is to promote the general sustainability and safety of 
transport by providing an alternative to congested or less environmentally-friendly land 
transport. It should contribute to the common effort addressing climate change. Also, it should 
strengthen the cohesion of the EU by facilitating connections between Member States and 
between European regions, and by revitalising peripheral regions. 

The Motorways of the Sea shall be based either on existing maritime links or new maritime 
links which shall be integrated into European sustainable intermodal logistic chains. They 
should have the objective of improving existing maritime links or establishing new maritime 
links as well as of better integrating the maritime links in the global logistic chain. The 
Motorways of the Sea projects should foster the concentration of freight flows on viable sea 
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based logistical routes and provide regular, frequent, high-quality and reliable sea-based 
transport operations that are integrated in global logistic chains. 

The combined transport of persons and goods is not excluded, but freight transport should be 
predominant. 

The potential for a viable TEN-T MoS network as well as for competitive Motorways of the 
Sea is related to the ability of sea ports to act as efficient and reliable transhipment sites 
seamlessly linked with other modes of transport. The priority will be given to implementation 
projects aiming at improving and extending MoS dedicated port infrastructure capacity and 
facilities Hinterland connections that are an integral part of the door-to-door logistic chain 
which integrates the maritime links may also be funded under the MoS programme as well as 
year round navigation support activities. In this context, priority will be given to projects 
aiming at integrating inland waterways or rail with the Motorways of the Sea, except in cases 
where member states do not have these modes of transport. 

The programme also aims at fostering innovation and the deployment of new technologies 
and systems to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of Motorways of the Sea.  

Project proposals should focus on the following Motorways of the Sea areas and on the links 
between them, as defined in Annex III of the TEN-T Guidelines, priority project n°21: 

• motorway of the Baltic Sea (linking the Baltic Sea Member States with Member
States in central and western Europe, including the route through the North
Sea/Baltic Sea Canal (Kiel Canal)),

• motorway of the sea of Western Europe (leading from Portugal and Spain via the
Atlantic Arc to the North Sea and the Irish Sea),

• motorway of the sea of South-East Europe (connecting the Adriatic Sea to the Ionian
Sea and the Eastern Mediterranean to include Cyprus),

• motorway of the sea of South-West Europe (western Mediterranean), connecting
Spain, France, Italy and including Malta, and linking with the motorway of the sea of
South-East Europe.

In the light of the 2007 enlargement, project proposals should also address the Black Sea area, 
e.g. by linking the Black Sea with other motorways of the sea areas. 

3.2. Specific objectives for Motorways of the Sea (priority project n°21 of annex III 
of the TEN-T Guidelines) 

This priority project is different in nature from the other TEN-T priority projects: the 
Motorways of the Sea priority project defines a framework (objectives, overall priorities 
and/or geographical areas) within which Member States and/or relevant companies or bodies 
are called upon to develop individual projects during the period 2007-2013. 

The type of projects proposed under this work programme shall include the following 
instruments or a combination of them: implementation projects (i.e. projects aiming to deliver 
full scale transport operations), innovative studies taking the form of pilot actions and studies. 
Irrespective of their type, the projects must support the implementation of the concept of 
Motorways of the Sea. 
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Implementation projects, focussing on infrastructure and facilities, are a priority, with the 
objective of establishing new maritime links or improving the capacity, frequency or quality 
of existing maritime links as elements of the broader network of Motorways of the Sea in the 
logistic chain perspective. The projects should remove the Motorways of the Sea relevant 
bottlenecks in ports, improve port hinterland connections and port sea access, and ideally 
apply new Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to the MoS operations. 
Implementation projects can also be projects of wider benefits5, e.g. addressing environmental 
or reporting formality issues taking into account recent obligations deriving from international 
and/or European legislation. They may also include study and pilot action6

 parts preparing for 
the implementation and promoting the maturity of later phases of the projects. The proposed 
projects should support the reduction of land transport congestion and increase door-to-door 
efficiency through modal shift and/or increase accessibility of peripheral and island regions. 
The need for a strategic environmental assessment (SEA) should be investigated7 (e.g. 
potential amendment of national transport plans or programmes). Rate of funding, as specified 
in Section 9, implementation projects may be funded up to 20% of total eligible costs.  

In case of mixed projects (works and study and/or pilot actions, see section 6.2.4), works may 
be funded as above-mentioned and the study and pilot action parts may be funded up to 50% 
of total eligible costs. 

Studies taking the form of pilot actions should be envisaged to overcome technical and 
operational obstacles when introducing new technologies as well as prototypes or innovative 
concepts. These studies should prepare for future deployment, address wider benefit subjects, 
innovative infrastructure and facilities and gather an operational partnership. Actions may 
include evaluation and validation studies or technical support measures, e.g. full-scale 
demonstrators necessary to achieve the objectives of the pilot action. R&D is not eligible for 
support under the TEN-T programme. Pilot actions may also have a key role in securing 
harmonised operations within a given geographical area and must be proposed by ‘twinning’ 
consortia, involving actively on a given topic a minimum of two entities from at least two 
different Member States (see Section 6.1) and integrating key transport actors and operators to 
achieve the critical mass required for later implementation. Rate of funding – as specified in 
Section 9, pilot actions may be funded up to 50% of total eligible costs8

 provided they comply 
with the definition of studies given in art. 2(8) of the TEN Regulation. Co-funding 
investments aboard vessels are possible for pilot projects if they are necessary for the running 
of the project. 

Studies must address regional or European level issues of wider benefits for MoS operations 
(such as environmental assessments or ICT). Studies for the preparation of implementation 
projects shall lead to mature Motorways of the Sea future project proposals. Rate of funding – 
as specified in Section 9, studies may be funded up to 50% of total eligible costs.  

Given the practical nature of the programme, the resources available for studies – excluding 
pilot actions - will be limited to 20% of the overall budget for the call. 

5 In accordance with Article 13.5 (c) of Decision No 661/2010/EU of the European Parliament and of the
Council  

6 Pilot actions are considered 'studies' in so far as they comply with the definition given under Article 2 
(8) of Regulation (EU) N° 680/2007 

7 See Directive 2001/42 EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 June 2001 on the
assessment of the effects of certain plans and programmes on the environment 

8 In accordance with Article 6.2 (a) of Regulation (EU) N° 680/2007 
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Priority will be given to those actions which contribute to addressing the environmental 
challenges faced by the short sea shipping sector, in particular in view of the forthcoming 
requirements with respect to the implementation of the requirements of Annex VI of the IMO 
MARPOL Convention. Actions supporting for instance the deployment of LNG or scrubber 
technologies or which promote the use of shore-side electricity fall under this category. New 
innovative technologies for discharging vessel residues or for reception of vessel-generated 
waste will also be considered. The actions should integrate the rules and guidelines in the 
field of safety, which are developed at international level or by the European Maritime Safety 
Agency. 

Activities should lead to a smoother integration of maritime transport in the inter-modal 
logistic chain, concentrating freight flows on sea-based routes on a corridor perspective, 
securing year round navigation (e.g. winter in the Baltic) and facilitating interoperability of 
the different modes in the transport chain and electronic exchange of information among the 
relevant stakeholders, e.g. ICT infrastructure and applications to facilitate integration of the 
sea and the land legs so that maritime transport may properly serve the hinterland areas or for 
systems of wider benefit. 

ICT actions should focus on the deployment of interoperable solutions enabling an efficient 
information exchange between all actors involved in co-modal transport processes with 
particular emphasis on introducing new technologies for Short Sea Shipping, public body 
driven single windows as well as simplification of administrative procedures in ports. This 
objective should be achieved through the use of relevant open standards and open and secure 
information exchange platforms where available. ICT applications integrating vehicle and 
cargo tracking and tracing, monitoring and real time routing systems applicable to key 
European transport corridors may also be considered for co-financing if submitted as a part of 
the implementation actions defined in this work programme. In compliance with EU policies 
inspired from the use of electronic means of communication, these actions should support the 
recently adopted Directive 2010/65/EU on reporting formalities for ships and the emerging 
EU e-Maritime initiative. 

The projects and studies to the development of ICT systems shall be carried out in a way 
ensuring that these systems can be easily adapted to incorporate the outcome of the EU 
initiatives aiming at ensuring the efficient functioning and interoperability of the systems, 
notably the e-freight and e-Maritime initiatives. 

Project proposals focussing on publicly accessible infrastructure and facilities, or requesting 
start-up aid, should be implemented by the relevant actors involving in general both the public 
and private sectors, and bringing together transport operators reflecting the transport chain 
and covering port and maritime operations. The establishment of a broader consortium, 
involving also partners such as terminal operators, road hauliers, rail operators, logistics 
companies, ship brokers, local and/or regional public authorities and infrastructure owners is 
expected as appropriate. Project proposals should be substantiated, e.g. by providing relevant 
traffic flow analyses in the corridor, modal shift potential of the proposed investments, etc. 

The involvement or association of transport operators and / or shipping companies, covering a 
specific maritime leg, is fundamental to demonstrate the viability of the proposed 
improvement of an existing maritime link or the establishment of a new maritime link. This 
involvement can vary from being a beneficiary with a direct involvement, to letters of support 
confirming the potential of the project to lead to an improvement of an existing maritime link 
or establishment of a new maritime link, and demonstrating an adequate commitment to 
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participate in the project (e.g. consultative or operational). The degree of involvement and/or 
demonstrated viability of the project will have an impact on the selection of the proposals – 
notably for new maritime links. 

Project proponents are encouraged to exploit the full range of EU funding instruments 
available in order to exploit synergies, notably with the Marco Polo II programme, which is 
the main programme designed to support transport services, the MEDA-MOS II project for 
the establishment of Motorways of the Sea between EU Member States and neighbouring 
countries bordering the Mediterranean Sea, the European Neighbourhood and Partnership 
Instrument, the Structural Funds and the European Investment Bank. However as stated in 
Section 6.2.3, grants from the EU budget, such as TEN-grants, cannot be cumulated with 
other grants from the EU budget for the same specific activities of the same parts of a project. 
Risk-bearing instruments of the EU or EU financial contributions to such instruments shall 
not constitute grants. Funded actions may not lead to distortions of competition in the relevant 
markets contrary to the common interest. 

Appropriate monitoring mechanisms with clear milestones for the realisation of lasting modal 
shift from road to the proposed Motorway of the Sea link and for the improved accessibility to 
peripheral and island regions should be put in place.  

4. RESULTS EXPECTED  

The implementation in 2012 of part of the multi-annual work programme for the period 2007 
– 2013, covering the area of Motorways of the sea, aims at further enhancing the effectiveness 
and visibility of EU financing of the highest priorities of the trans-European transport 
network. 

The development of MoS projects and studies will create framework conditions which will 
favour the development of safe and environmentally friendly maritime and port operations, as 
well as foster actions that will support the common effort to address climate change. In 
particular the deployment of interoperable IT systems supporting MoS operations will lead to 
an increased harmonisation of maritime operations across Europe with large efficiency and 
environmental gains. Finally, the deployment of Motorways of the Sea projects will result in 
the reduction of peripherality as well as in an increased efficiency of the global logistic chain 
and consequently the reinforcement of cohesion within the Union. 

The actions which will be completed with financial aid allocated under the 2012 calls will 
directly contribute to the achievement of important transport policy objectives, such as: the 
establishment of major interoperable transport axes interconnecting national networks and 
facilitating the functioning of the internal market; the optimal use of existing infrastructure 
capacities; improving the safety and reliability of the network; enhancing accessibility of 
peripheral areas of the EU; facilitating congestion relief on rail infrastructure and more 
balanced modal distribution; and savings in terms of the environmental effects of transport, in 
particular contributing to addressing climate change. 

Granting of aid to these actions should help to reach important milestones marking the way 
towards the completion of the trans-European transport network, as approved by the European 
Parliament and the Council (target completion date 2020). Union funding should help to 
mobilise as much public and private financing as needed to meet the challenging timetables. 

5. TIMETABLE FOR THE MULTI-ANNUAL CALLS FOR PROPOSALS 2012 
AND INDICATIVE AMOUNTS AVAILABLE 
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Projects referred to under 

point 

 

Calls (indicative date and 

particularities) 

 

Indicative amounts9 

 

Motorways of the Sea (MoS) 

 

June 2012 €50 million 

 

5.1. Indicative timetable for calls for proposals and amounts available in the multi-
annual work programme from end 2012 until 2013 

The total amount available for grants on the basis of the multi-annual work programme in the 
field of the trans-European transport network shall lie within a range of 80-85% of the 
financial envelope of €8.013 billion reserved for transport for the period 2007-2013, as 
identified in Article 18 of the TEN Regulation. 

In accordance with Article 8 of the TEN Regulation, a mid-term review of the multi-annual 
TEN-T programme took place in 2010. The review identified projects which will not use all 
of the funds that have been allocated to them within the programmed period. As a 
consequence, the planning of future calls for proposals as set out in the multi-annual work 
programme for 2007-2013 by the Commission Decision of 23rd July 2007, C(2007)3512 is 
under modification. In particular, the Commission is considering further calls to be potentially 
launched in other areas concerned by the Multi-Annual Work Programme such as ERTMS, 
RIS and/or Priority Projects.  

6. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 

6.1. Eligible applicants 

Only written applications submitted by legal persons of private or public law legally 
constituted and registered in a Member State are eligible for EU financial support. 

Applications must be presented by: 

one or more Member States, and / or 

with the agreement of the Member States concerned, by international organisations, joint 
undertakings, or public or private undertakings. 

In addition to the above, all proposals must include applicants from (and be supported by) a 
minimum of two different Member States. 

Project proposals submitted by natural persons are not eligible. 

In no case can third Countries or legal or natural persons established outside Member States 
be beneficiaries of the funds. 

6.2. Eligible projects 
                                                 
9 The costs of projects are eligible from the first of January of the corresponding budgetary year 
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6.2.1. Common interest 

Only projects related to one or several of the projects of common interest identified in the 
TEN Guidelines may receive EU financial aid. 

6.2.2. Compliance with the Union Law 

The granting of EU aid to projects of common interest is conditional upon compliance with 
relevant EU law10

 inter alia concerning interoperability, environmental protection11, 
competition and public procurement. 

6.2.3. Other sources of financing 

No EU financial aid shall be awarded for parts of projects receiving funds from other sources 
of EU financing. 

6.2.4. Independence of works / studies 

A proposal must address either works or studies, within the meaning of Article 2(8) and (9) of 
the TEN Regulation, unless it is clearly demonstrated that the undertaking of the works is not 
dependent on the execution and / or conclusion of the study(ies). 

6.3. Grounds for Exclusion 

In the call for proposal the Commission will draw applicants' attention to Articles 93 to 96 
and Article 114 of the Regulation (EC, EURATOM) n° 1605/2002 of 25 June 2002 applicable 
to the general budget of the European Communities12

 (hereafter "Financial Regulation"), as 
well as to Article 133 of the Regulation (EC, EURATOM) n° 2342/2002 of the Commission 
of 23 December 2002 laying down detailed rules for the implementation of the Regulation n° 
1605/2002)13

 (hereafter "Implementing Rules for the Financial Regulation"). 

7. SELECTION CRITERIA 

The applicant(s) must have access to solid and adequate funding sources, so as to be able to 
maintain activities for the period of the project funded and to co-finance the project. The 
applicant(s) must have the professional skills and qualifications required to complete the 
proposed Action. 

The demonstration of the financial and operational capacity does not apply to applicants 
which are a Member State, a public sector body (i.e. regional or local authority, body 
governed by public law14

 or association formed by one or several such authorities or one or 

                                                 
10 According to Article 3.1 of the TEN Regulation 
11 In particular the EIA, SEA, Habitats and Birds Directives, as well as the Water Framework Directive 
12 OJL 248, 16.9.2002, p. 1. 
13 OJL 357, 31.12.2002, p. 1. 
14 Body governed by public law: any body: 

(a) established for the specific purpose of meeting needs in the general interest, not having an 
industrial or commercial character; and  
(b) having legal personality; and  
(c) financed, for the most part by the State, or regional or local authorities, or other bodies 
governed by public law; or subject to management supervision by those bodies; or having an 
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several such bodies governed by public law15, international organisation16) or a European 
Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG)17. 

7.1. Financial capacity 

The applicant(s) must have the financial capacity to complete the Action for which the grant 
is sought and will provide their financial statements certified by an external auditor for the last 
financial year for which the accounts have been closed with the application. 

7.2. Operational capacity 

The applicant(s) must have the operational and technical capacity to complete the project for 
which the grant is sought and must provide appropriate documents attesting to that capacity.  

Information submitted by applicants who benefited from TEN-T support as from 2004 may be 
taken into account in the evaluation of these applicants' operational capacity. 

8. AWARD CRITERIA 

According to the level of contribution to the objectives and priorities as stated above, only 
proposals compliant with the eligibility and selection criteria will be evaluated. A decision to 
grant EU financial aid shall take into account, inter alia, the following general award 
criteria18: 

• the maturity of the project; 

• the stimulating effect of the EU intervention on public and private finance; 

• the soundness of the financial package; 

• socio-economic effects; 

• environmental consequences and benefits; 

• the need to overcome financial obstacles; 

• the complexity of the projects, for example that which arises from the need to cross 
natural barriers; 

                                                                                                                                                         
administrative, managerial or supervisory board, more than half of whose members are appointed by the 
State, regional or local authorities or by other bodies governed by public law 

15 e.g. Joint Undertaking established under Article 187 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European 
Union (ex Article 171 TCE) 

16 According to article 43 (2) of the Regulation 2342/2002, international organisations are:  
(a) international public sector organisations set up by intergovernmental agreements, and 
specialised agencies set up by such organisations;  
(b) the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC);  
(c) the International Federation of National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies. 

17 established in line with Council Regulation (EEC) N° 2137/85 of 25 July 1985 and 100% owned by 
public body(ies) 

18 TEN Regulation; C(2007)2158 of 23.05.2007 
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• the degree of contribution to the continuity and interoperability of the network, as 
well as to the optimisation of its capacity; 

• the degree of contribution to the improvement of service quality, safety and security; 

• the degree of contribution to the internal market and other priorities of the trans-
European transport networks; 

• the degree of contribution to the re-balancing of transport modes in favour of the 
most environmentally friendly ones; 

• the quality of the application; 

• within the scope of the global objectives herewith established, additional specific 
criteria for MoS projects may be set out in the text of the call for proposals. 

Clarification shall be provided in the calls for proposals and accompanying documents on 
how these criteria shall be interpreted and weighted in the evaluation process. 

Upper and / or lower thresholds of EU financing may be recommended in the calls for 
proposals or accompanying documents. 

9. MAXIMUM POSSIBLE RATE OF CO-FUNDING19 

The amount of EU financial aid shall not exceed the following rates: 

• studies: 50 % of the eligible cost of studies 

• works: a maximum of 20% of the eligible cost of the works  

• start-up aid related to capital costs for Motorways of the Sea projects: 30% of two 
years of depreciation of the eligible capital cost in accordance with Art. 13 (5) of the 
TEN Guidelines. 

If the improvement of an existing maritime link or the establishment of a new maritime link in 
an implementation project is not realised during the period of implementation of the Action 
for at least the last six months of the Action, the Commission, may suspend, reduce or 
discontinue the financial aid for such project. In the event of a reduction of the rate of co-
financing, this will normally be to 10%. 

                                                 
19 According to Article 6(2) of the TEN Regulation 
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10. INSTRUMENT FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

The financial aid shall be covered by individual financing decisions adopted by the 
Commission. 
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in the field of the trans-European transport network  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1. Subject:  
 

This call for proposals is established under the 2012 Multi-annual Work Programme as 
amended1. The work programme defines the objectives, the specific priorities, the 
results expected in relation to this call as well as the eligibility and award criteria and 
the maximum possible co-financing rates. 

 
1.2. Date of publication:  
 

The date of publication of this call is 28 November 2012. 
 
1.3. Indicative budget:  
 

The indicative budget available to support projects selected in this field is €80 million. 
Budget transfers between fields/priorities under the 2012 multi-annuals call are 
allowed. 
 

2. OBJECTIVES 

 
2.1. Objectives:  
 

The general objective of the call in the area of Motorways of the Sea (MoS) is specified 
in Section 3 of the Multi-annual Work Programme 20122.  
 

2.2. Specific objectives:  
 
In addition to the specific objectives for this call as described in Section 3.2. of the 
2012 Multi-annual Work Programme, the ICT actions to be supported shall be 
coordinated with the process developed by the Commission expert group coordinating 

                                                           
1 Commission Decision C(2012)1574, as amended by Commission Decision C(2012) 8508  
2 Commission Decision C(2012)1574  
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the implementation of Directive 2010/65/EU on reporting formalities  for ships and the 
emerging EU e-Maritime initiative and produce a solution in line with the decision of this 
group   
 
The work programme foresees three types of projects, which can also be submitted in 
combination to support the implementation of the concept of MoS. The three types of 
projects are as follows: 
 

- Implementation projects (works projects); 
- Studies taking the form of Pilot actions; 
- Studies. 

 
A proposal may address one of these types alone, or a single proposal may combine 
implementation projects with studies or with studies taking the form of Pilot actions. 

 
The objectives of the proposed Actions must be consistent with the type of project 
proposed. Furthermore, the activities must be relevant and balanced to meet the 
objectives of the Actions.  
 
Unless specified otherwise in the decision granting financial aid for duly justified 
reasons, any TEN-T funds granted to physical facilities under this call entail the 
obligation for the facilities to be available as required and customarily used by the 
transport services subject to the decision granting financial aid for at least 4 years 
following the completion of the respective Action. In addition, the physical facilities 
must be open to all users on a non-discriminatory basis for at least 4 years following 
the completion of the respective Action (otherwise the co-financing falls under start-up 
aid which is limited to 2 years of depreciation). 
 
 

2.3. Results expected:  
 
The results expected under these calls are defined in Section 4 of Annex bis of the 2012 
Multi-annual Work Programme as amended. 
 

3. ELIGIBILITY, SELECTION AND AWARD CRITERIA 
 

3.1. Eligibility criteria:  
 

The eligibility criteria for applicants and for projects, as well as the grounds for 
exclusion, are defined in Section 6 of Annex bis to the 2012 Multi-annual Work 
Programme as amended.  
 
In addition, in line with Article 13(4) of the TEN Guidelines, proposals in the area of 
Motorways of the Sea must: 
 

- involve in general private and public sectors, and  
- for implementation projects (works), have been evaluated and pre-selected first 

within a public call for tenders organised by the Member States concerned. 
 

 
3.2. Selection criteria:  
 

The selection criteria (i.e. operational and financial capacity) are defined in Section 7 of 
Annex bis to the 2012 Multi-annual Work Programme as amended. 
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3.3. Award criteria:  
 

The general award criteria against which each proposal will be evaluated are specified 
in Section 8 of Annex bis to the 2012 Multi-annual Work Programme as amended. 

 
For the purpose of the evaluation, these criteria will be grouped in the following four 
blocks of criteria: 
 

- Relevance. It refers to the contribution of the Action to the TEN-T priorities (as 
laid out in the TEN-T Guidelines) and the objectives described in the call for 
proposals text, as well as to the macro socio-economic benefits at EU level and 
the need for TEN-T support. 

- Maturity. It refers to the status of preparation of the activities, in particular the 
capacity to implement the Action in accordance with the foreseen time plan and 
technical specifications.  

- Impact. It refers to the anticipated socio-economic effects of the Action (at the 
micro level) as well as the impact on the environment. 

- Quality. It refers to the completeness and clarity of the Action, in terms of the 
description of the planned activities, the soundness of the project management 
process and the coherence between its objectives and planned resources / 
activities. 

 
Information for assessing the above blocks of criteria has to be clearly described, in 
particular in Application Form Part B.2. During the external evaluation, each block of 
criteria will be given a score between 0 and 5 points (with 5 being the maximum). The 
minimum threshold for an individual block of criteria is 3 points. In other words, 
external experts will not recommend for funding any proposal which does not obtain at 
least 3 points for each block. However, the Commission is not bound by the opinion of 
the external experts. 
 
The activities proposed to be carried out by each applicant should be specified and 
consistent with their role in the proposal. Applicants shall apply in a proposal either for 
works or studies. 
 
In the context of this call for proposals, the following specific elements shall in 
particular be taken into consideration during the evaluation in addition to the generic 
criteria above and should therefore be clearly described in the Application Form B.2.: 
 

¾ Relevance:  
 

Under this criterion, the main elements considered will be the following: 
 

- Degree of integration of the Action into a multimodal transport chain, e.g. 
information systems and hinterland connections linking to the various modes of 
transport and the transport services (Application Form B.2 Section 3.2); 

 
- Evidence that the Action would develop a new or improve an existing maritime 

link(s), predominantly focussing on freight transport (Application Form B.2 
Section 3.3);  

 
- For Actions having wider benefits, confirmation of the clear relevance for the 

implementation of MoS (Application Form B.2 Section 3.3); 
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- Degree of EU/regional added value of the proposed Action (Application Form B.2 
Section 3.3); 

 
- For the maritime link, the letters of support submitted by transport operators 

should reflect properly their involvement in the Action and demonstrate the 
Action's viability. This may range from a direct involvement as a beneficiary of 
financial aid (in which case no letter is needed), to a supportive involvement 
without direct financial implications for the operator(s). In the latter case, the 
operator(s) should prove that it will collaborate with other members of the MoS 
consortium to deliver the expected outcome of the Action, i.e. set up new or 
improve the existing transport connections. The support letters, presented most 
preferably as letters of intent, should state clearly the operator's firm, explicit 
and credible commitment to the project (Application Form B.2 Section 3.6); 

 
- Where a proposal is extended to a neighbouring country(ies), it should be 

demonstrated that this country(ies) is committed to the Action (i.e. signature of 
an authorised representative(s) of that country(ies) at national level) 
(Application Form B.2 Section 3.6). 

 
¾ Maturity:  

 
Under this criterion, the main elements considered will be the following: 

 
- Viability of the new or improved transport service, substantiated through relevant 
analyses on freight flows, demand, business plans, etc. Data sources should be 
specified (Application Form B.2 Section 4.4);  
 
- For pilot actions, demonstration that the Action is sufficiently mature to be put into 
the pre-implementation phase (Application Form B.2 Section 4.4);  
 
- Demonstration of concrete plans and their readiness to remove identified bottlenecks 
throughout the transport chain – in hinterlands, ports, and maritime link(s) (Application 
Form B.2 Section 4.4). 

 
¾ Impact:  

 
Under this criterion, the main elements considered will be the following: 
 

- Impact of the Action on modal shift: estimates of modal shift until 2025 should 
be provided (applicants are advised to use the modal shift calculator available 
on http://ec.europa.eu/transport/marcopolo/calls/2010docs_en.htm) 
(Application Form B.2 Section 5.6); 

 
- For Actions having wider benefits, demonstration of the degree of impact on the 

MoS operations (Application Form B.2 Section 5.6);  
 

- Contribution of the foreseen activities to improved efficiency and effectiveness of 
the transport chain (on the specific corridor), in particular compared to road 
transport (Application Form B.2 Section 5.6);  

 
- Impact of the proposed transport services on competing transport services and 

ports in the same geographical areas (Application Form B2 Section 5.8); 
 

- Impact on the reduction of externalities, in particular environmental impact 
(Application Form B2 Section 5.9). 

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/marcopolo/calls/2010docs_en.htm
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¾ Quality: 

 
Under this criterion, the main elements considered will be the following: 
 

- Appropriateness of the number and nature of involved participants in relation to 
the Action's objectives and credibility of commitments, including involvement of 
relevant actors and stakeholders (Application Form B2 Section 6.1); 

 
- Presentation of mechanisms put in place to monitor the impact of the Action 

during and after its implementation (Application Form B2 Section 6.4). 
 

 
3.4. Final selection process: 
 

During the final selection process, the following policy-related aspects will also be taken 
into consideration, as appropriate: 
 
The extent to which: 
 

x the proposal/project contributes to the balanced development of the network, 
 

x the proposal/project is cross-border or whether it produces cross-border effects, 
 

x the proposal/project addresses a bottleneck; where relevant, whether it offers a 
suitable remedy to the problem, 

 
x the proposal/project addresses a missing link so that it maximises the impact of 

investments already made in the region/country/global project, 
 

x the proposal/project is of comparative EU added value (high, medium, low), 
 

x the proposal/project has an absorption or performance capacity, based on 
previous experience (where existing), 

 
x there is any identified/identifiable risk of double-funding from other EU sources. 

 
 
4. CO-FINANCING & ELIGIBLE COSTS 
 
4.1. Co-financing:  
 

The maximum possible rates of Union co-funding are specified in Section 9 of Annex bis 
of the 2012 Multi-annual Work Programme as amended. 
 
The Commission reserves the right to award a grant of less than the amount requested 
by the applicant. Grants will not be awarded for more than the amount requested. 
 
The total requested Union contribution to the eligible costs of a proposed Action, may 
not be less than €500,000 EUR.  
 

 
4.2. Eligible costs:  

Detailed information on eligible costs are described in Annex III, section III.3.7 
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'Eligibility of Costs', of the model individual Decision granting financial aid for an Action, 
which is available on the TEN-T EA3 website (http://tentea.ec.europa.eu). 
 
Costs incurred between the 1st January 2012 and the completion date, which must be 
31 December 2015 at the latest, may be considered as eligible. In addition, indirect 
costs4, may be eligible for flat rate funding fixed at no more than 7% of total direct 
eligible costs. 
 
Union financial aid for projects of common interest established under this call can take 
the form of grants for studies, works or studies with physical interventions. A proposal 
must address either works or studies, within the meaning of Article 2(8) and (9) of the 
TEN Regulation. A proposal may address works and studies, on the condition that it is 
clearly demonstrated that the undertaking of the works is not dependent on the 
execution and / or conclusion of the study(ies), The European Investment Bank's 
operations shall be compatible with the granting of financial aid under this call. 

 
As defined in Article 2(8) of the TEN Regulation5, ‘studies’ means activities needed to 
prepare project implementation, including preparatory, feasibility, evaluation and 
validation studies, and any other technical support measure, including prior action to 
define and develop a project fully and decide on its financing, such as reconnaissance of 
the sites concerned and preparation of the financial package. ‘Works’ (Article 2(9) of 
the TEN Regulation) means the purchase, supply and deployment of components, 
systems and services, the carrying out of construction and installation works relating to 
a project, the acceptance of installations and the launching of a project 
 

5. PRACTICAL INFORMATION 
 

In general, all practical information on the call for proposals and the evaluation process 
is detailed in the Guide for Applicants, which is available on the TEN-T EA website. It is 
important to read this guide carefully as proposals which do not follow the instructions 
may not be evaluated. 

 
5.1. Application form:  
 

Proposals must be submitted using the application forms provided on the TEN-T EA 
website 
http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/2012_m
ap_mos_call.htm 

 
A complete proposal consists of: 
 
√ Application form Part A (must be generated in the eSubmission module, which is part 
of the TENtec Information System), and 
 
√ A package to be sent by courier service or delivered by hand, containing all of the 
following: 
 

- The printout of Application form Part A, generated by the eSubmission module 
after the electronic submission (one signed original and four additional copies if 

                                                           
3 Trans-European Transport Network Executive Agency 
4 Costs, which are not identifiable as direct costs but are incurred in connection with the eligible direct costs of the 
action. 
5 Regulation (EC) n° 680/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 June 2007, laying down general 
rules for the granting of Community financial aid in the field of the Trans-European Transport and Energy Networks 
(OJ L 162, 22.6.2007, p. 1) 

http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/
http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/2012_map_mos_call.htm
http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/2012_map_mos_call.htm
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the proposal is submitted in English. If the proposal still requires translation only 
one copy is sufficient), 

 
- The printout of Application form Parts B1 and B2 and their annexes (one signed 

original and, if submitted in English, four additional copies), 
 

- CD-ROM or DVD-R disk (non-rewritable therefore USB sticks are not eligible) 
containing the complete proposal (i.e. Application form Parts A, B1 and B2 and 
their annexes) in electronic format (PDF or formats readable by MS Office 
programmes). 

 
Proposals in their paper version must be signed by the applicant or his duly authorized 
representative and be perfectly legible so that there can be no doubt as to words and 
figures. Proposals may be prepared in any official Union language for submission by the 
call deadline. Nevertheless, if a proposal is not submitted in English and if the applicant 
has indicated in the Application Form that an English translation will be provided, the 
English translation of the proposal must be submitted before the deadline specified 
below – otherwise the proposal may not be evaluated6. 
 
The applicant(s) specified in the Application Form will automatically be considered as 
the beneficiary(ies) if the proposal is selected for funding.  
 
Applicants should indicate in Application form Part A under which Priority their proposal 
is submitted. 
 

5.2. Submission of the proposals:  

a) Application form Part A must be submitted using the TENtec eSubmission module; 

b) Application forms Parts B1 and B2 have to be downloaded from the call website 
http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/2012_m
ap_mos_call.htm and duly filled in. Once final they can be attached to Application Form 
A (via the the TENtec eSubmission module) though this is not compulsory. The same 
applies to any annexes accompanying the proposal. 

c) After completing steps a) and b), the complete proposal (Application Forms A, B1and 
B2, including annexes) must be sent (by registered courier or hand delivery) to the 
following address: 

European Commission 
TEN-T Executive Agency  
W910 - 03/17 
Calls 2012 
Avenue du Bourget, 1 
B-1140 Bruxelles 
Belgique 
 
Proposals sent by registered courier have to be dispatched not later than 26 March 
2013, the deadline for the submission of proposals (as evidenced by the postmark, or 
proof of receipt deposit slip): Applicants must keep proof of the date of sending and be 
able to present it up on request. Failure to provide proof of the date of sending will 
exclude the proposal from being evaluated.  
 

                                                           
6 The Commission will reimburse the translation costs resulting from the translation into English of a proposal 
submitted in response to this Call, for up to an amount of €2500 per proposal, provided that the proposal has been 
submitted before the deadline specified 

http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/2012_map_mos_call.htm
http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/2012_map_mos_call.htm
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Proposals delivered by hand to the Central Mail Service of the European Commission 

have to be dispatched, no later than 16h00 (Brussels local time) on 26 March 2013 in 

this case, a receipt must be obtained as proof of submission, signed and dated by the 

official who took delivery in the Central Mail Service.  The Central Mail Service is open 

from 7h00 to 17h00 Monday to Thursday and from 7h00 to16h00 on Fridays. It is 

closed on Saturdays, Sundays and Commission holidays.  

 

If a proposal is submitted after the deadline indicated above, the proposal will not be 

evaluated. 

 

The components constituting a complete proposal, the address for submission and 

further practical details are described in the Guide for Applicants, which is available on 

the TEN-T EA website. It is important to read this carefully as proposals which do not 

follow these instructions may not be evaluated. 

 

5.3. Timetable: 
 

Deadline for the submission of proposals 26 March 2013 

 

Submission of translations in English (if 

applicable) 

08 April 2013 

 

Evaluation of proposals April-May 2013 (indicative) 

 

Consultation of Financial Assistance 

Committee; execution of scrutiny right by 

European Parliament 

 

July 2013 (indicative) 

 

Adoption of individual Decisions As from September 2013 

(indicative) 

 

 

5.4. Communication from TEN-T EA on the call for proposals 

 
Further information or clarifications on this call for proposals may be published on the 

TEN-T EA website. In particular, a list of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) will be 

regularly updated as questions arise. It is therefore strongly recommended to all 

applicants to regularly consult the TEN-T EA website to make sure they have all the latest 

information on the call. 

 

Any additional specific questions related to this call may be addressed to the TEN-T 

Helpdesk email: tenea-helpdesk-call-MAP-2012@ec.europa.eu  

  

The answers to submitted questions which could be of interest to other applicants will 

be published in the FAQ list on the TEN-T EA website, to ensure equal treatment 

between all potential applicants. Questions which are specific to a particular proposal 

and where the answer of the TEN-T EA would provide a comparative advantage to 

the applicant will not be answered. 

 

Applications may not be delivered to this email address. This address is reserved for 

information and assistance by the TEN-T EA Helpdesk.  

mailto:tenea-helpdesk-call-MAP-2012@ec.europa.eu
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6. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

6.1. Prior information of applicants: 
 

Your reply to the grant application involves the recording and processing of personal 
data (such as your name, address and CV), which will be processed pursuant to 
Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 on the protection of individuals with regard to the 
processing of personal data by the Community institutions and bodies and on the free 
movement of such data. Unless indicated otherwise, your replies to the questions in 
this form and any personal data requested are required to assess your grant application 
in accordance with the specifications of the call for proposals and will be processed 
solely for that purpose by Trans-European Transport Network Executive Agency as data 
controller for this purpose. You may, upon request, have your personal data sent to you 
and rectify any inaccurate or incomplete particulars. Should you have any queries 
concerning the processing of your personal data, please address them to the entity 
acting as data controller within TEN-T EA. The data subjects have the right of recourse 
at any time to the Data Protection Officer of the Executive Agency (TENEA-
DPO@ec.europa.eu ) or in case of conflict with the Controller or data protection officer 
concerning the processing of your personal data, you have the right to submit a 
complaint at any time to the directly to the European Data Protection Supervisor. 
(http://www.edps.eu.int/01_en_presentation.htm ) 
Details concerning the processing of your personal data are available on the privacy 
statement at the page: 
http://ec.europa.eu/dataprotectionofficer/privacystatement_publicprocurement_en.pdf 
 
Your personal data (name, given name if natural person, address, legal form, 
registration number and name and given name of the persons with powers of 
representation, decision-making or control, if legal person) may be registered in the 
Early Warning System (EWS) only or both in the EWS and Central Exclusion Database 
(CED) by the Accounting Officer of the Commission, should you be in one of the 
situations mentioned in: 
 

- the Commission Decision 2008/969 of 16.12.2008 on the Early Warning System 
(OJ L 344, 20.12.2008, p. 125) (for more information see the Privacy Statement 
on http://ec.europa.eu/budget/info_contract/legal_entities_en.htm), or 

 
- the Commission Regulation 2008/1302 of 17.12.2008 on the Central Exclusion 

Database (OJ L 344, 20.12.2008, p. 12) (for more information see the Privacy 
Statement on  
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/library/sound_fin_mgt/privacy_statement_ced_en.p
df). 

 
You are informed that, to ensure that the Union’s financial interests are protected, your 
personal data may be communicated to internal audit services, the European 
Commission, the European Court of Auditors, the body specialising in financial 
irregularities (Financial Irregularities Panel) or the European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF). 

The data of applicants in any of the situations referred to in Articles 93(1), 94 and 
96(2)(a) of the Financial Regulation7 may be included in a central exclusion database 

                                                           
7 Regulation 1605/2002 of 25 June 2002 on the Financial Regulation applicable to the general budget of the 
European Communities (OJL 248, 16.9.2002, p. 1) 

mailto:TENEA-DPO@ec.europa.eu
mailto:TENEA-DPO@ec.europa.eu
http://www.edps.eu.int/01_en_presentation.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/dataprotectionofficer/privacystatement_publicprocurement_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/info_contract/legal_entities_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/library/sound_fin_mgt/privacy_statement_ced_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/library/sound_fin_mgt/privacy_statement_ced_en.pdf
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and communicated to designated persons in the Commission, the other institutions, 
agencies, authorities and bodies referred to in Article 95(1) and 95(2) of the Financial 
Regulation. This also applies to those with powers of representation, decision-making 
power or powers of control in respect of such applicants. Following a request to the 
Commission’s Accounting Officer, anyone registered in the database is entitled to be 
informed of the data recorded about them. 

 
6.2. General conditions for paying grants:  
 

In order to limit the financial risks connected with the payment of pre-financing, the 
Commission or the TEN-T EA may, on the basis of a risk assessment, either require the 
beneficiary to lodge a guarantee in advance (for up to the same amount as the pre-
financing) or split the payment into several instalments. The Commission may waive 
this obligation to lodge a guarantee in advance for public sector bodies and 
international organisations8. 

 
6.3. Important documents:  
 

In preparing your application, please ensure that you refer to all of the following 
documents, which are available on the TEN-T EA website: 
 

- 2012 Multi-annual Work Programme as amended  
- Guide for Applicants (as well as the eSubmission module User Manual) 
- Application form (parts A, B1 and B2) 
- TEN Regulation9  
- TEN-T Guidelines10 
- Model text for an individual Decision granting financial aid 
- (if applicable)  the definition of cross-border sections of priority projects 

endorsed by the TEN-T Guidelines Committee for Monitoring Guidelines and the 
Exchange of Information 

- Guide to TENs and environmental legislation: Annex 2 of the Commission Staff 
Working Document which accompanied COM (2007) 135 final, Trans-European 
Networks: Toward an integrated approach. 

 

                                                           
8 Art. 118 of Regulation 1605/2002 of 25 June 2002 on the Financial Regulation applicable to the general  budget of 
the European Communities (OJL 248, 16.9.2002, p. 1) and Art. 182 of Regulation 2342/2002 of 23 December 2002 
laying down detailed rules for the implementation of Regulation 1605/2002 (OJL 357, 31.12.2002, p. 1) 
9 Regulation (EC) n° 680/2007 as amended by Regulation (EU) No 670/2012 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 11 July 2012 amending Decision No 1639/2006/EC establishing a Competitiveness and Innovation 
Framework Programme (2007-2013) and Regulation (EC) No 680/2007 laying down general rules for the granting of 
Community financial aid in the field of the trans-European transport and energy networks (OJ L 204, 31.07.2012, 
p.1) 
10 Decision n° 661/2010/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 July 2010 on Union guidelines for the 
development of trans-European transport network (OJ L 204, 5.8.2010, p. 1.) 
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3.  BJECTIVES AND PRI RITIES: 

3.1. G.7.:a5 8b3.,t2v.s  

3.1.1 Actions on t e P)io)it. P)ojects conce)ning )ail, )oad and inland wate)wa.s (PPs) 

3.1.1.1 )AB162s o; A52 'r6or6AF 'ro720As 0o;02r;6;4 r.69, ro.1 .;1 6;9.;1 D.A2rD.Fs (C%) 3or 

A52 pr2p.r.A6o; o3 A52 pro720As o3 0o::o; 6;A2r2sA 1236;21 6; ArA. 7 o3 A52 TE%-T 

GB61296;2s 

T52 42;2r.9 o/720A6C2 B;12r A56s pr6or6AF .6:s .A pr2p.r6;4 6:p92:2;A.A6o; o3 A52 

3BABr2 TE%-T pro720As, A5roB45 A52 ;202ss.rF 32.s6/696AF sAB162s, p2r:6ss6o; 

pro021Br2s, 6:p92:2;A.A6o; .;1 2C.9B.A6o; 6; s20A6o;s o3 A52 'r6or6AF 'ro720As. 

3.1.1.2 M2.sBr2s Ao pro:oA2 6;;oC.A6o; .;1 ;2D A205;o9o462s 3or Ar.;sporA 6;3r.sArB0ABr2 

.;1 3.0696A62s 0o;Ar6/BA6;4 Ao 120.r/o;6s.A6o; or A52 r21B0A6o; o3 2EA2r;.9 0osAs 6; 

42;2r.9 (2.4. 0o;42sA6o;, ro.1 .00612;As). 

T52s2 :2.sBr2s D699 .11r2ss sAB162s A5.A s5oB91 sBpporA A52 A2sA6;4 .;1 12p9oF:2;A 

o3 ;2D A205;o9o462s .;1 o3 2;./96;4 6;3r.sArB0ABr2 0o:po;2;As .;1 3.0696A62s (6; 

.00or1.;02 D6A5 ArA6092s 2(2) (.,1) .;1 5(3,4,5) o3 A52 TE%-T GB61296;2s) D6A5 . 

C62D Ao 0o;Ar6/BA6;4 .;1 .1.pA6;4 Ao 096:.A2 05.;42 .s D299 .s r21B06;4 A52 6:p.0A o3 

Ar.;sporA o; A52 2;C6ro;:2;A .;1 2;5.;06;4 Ar.;sporA 2336062;0F. 

3.1.2 E,)o(ean Rail T)affic Management S.stems (ERTMS) 

T52 oC2r.99 o/720A6C2, /.s21 o; ArA6092 10(6) o3 A52 TE% GB61296;2s, 6s Ao pro:oA2 

A52 12p9oF:2;A o3 A52 EBrop2.; (.69 Tr.3360 M.;.42:2;A )FsA2: (E(TM)) D5605 

Ao1.F 0o;s6sAs o3 ADo 0o:po;2;As G)M-( .;1 ETC) (A52 EBrop2.; Tr.6; Co;Aro9 

)FsA2:).  

T5roB45 A52 296:6;.A6o; o3 A205;60.9 /.rr62rs Ao 6;A2rop2r./696AF, A52 12p9oF:2;A o3 

E(TM) D699 16r20A9F 0o;Ar6/BA2 Ao A52 .0562C2:2;A o3 82F Ar.;sporA po960F o/720A6C2s 

sB05 .s: A52 2sA./96s5:2;A o3 :.7or 6;A2rop2r./92 Ar.;sporA .E2s 6;A2r0o;;20A6;4 

;.A6o;.9 ;2ADor8s .;1 3.0696A.A6;4 A52 3B;0A6o;6;4 o3 A52 6;A2r;.9 :.r82A; A52 opA6:.9 

Bs2 o3 2E6sA6;4 6;3r.sArB0ABr2 0.p.06A62s; 6:proC6;4 A52 s.32AF .;1 r296./696AF o3 A52 

;2ADor8; 2;5.;06;4 .002ss6/696AF o3 p2r6p52r.9 .r2.s o3 A52 U;6o;; 3.0696A.A6;4 

0o;42sA6o; r29623 o; r.69 6;3r.sArB0ABr2 .;1 :or2 /.9.;021 :o1.9 16sAr6/BA6o;; s.C6;4s 

6; A2r:s o3 A52 2;C6ro;:2;A.9 23320As o3 Ar.;sporA. 

3.1.3 Moto)wa.s of t e Sea (MoS) 

 ; or12r Ao 6:p92:2;A A52 82F pr6or6A62s o3 A52 Dor8 pro4r.::2 A52 3o99oD6;4 

42;2r.9 o/720A6C2s D699 /2 pBrsB21 3or MoAorD.Fs o3 A52 )2. (Mo)): 

'BrsB.;A Ao ArA6092 13 o3 A52 TE%-T GB61296;2s, A52 0Brr2;A Dor8 pro4r.::2 s2As 

A52 3r.:2Dor8 0o;16A6o;s Ao sBpporA A52 sB/:6ss6o; o3 MoAorD.Fs o3 A52 )2. 

propos.9s A5.A DoB91 3.0696A.A2 A52 12C29op:2;A o3 . TE%-T MoAorD.Fs o3 A52 )2. 

;2ADor8 0o;;20A6;4 A52 r246o;s o3 EBrop2. )F;2r462s D6A5 TE%-T porA 12C29op:2;A 

pro720As .s D299 .s :.r6A6:2 0o;;20A6o;s D6A5 ;2645/oBr6;4 0oB;Ar62s s5.99 /2 

2Ep9o6A21 D52; 32.s6/92. 

T52 .6: o3 A52 TE%-T Mo) ;2ADor8 6s Ao pro:oA2 A52 42;2r.9 sBsA.6;./696AF .;1 

s.32AF o3 Ar.;sporA 6; p.rA60B9.r /F proC616;4 .; .9A2r;.A6C2 Ao 0o;42sA21 or 92ss 

2;C6ro;:2;A.99F-3r62;19F 9.;1 Ar.;sporA.  A s5oB91 0o;Ar6/BA2 Ao A52 0o::o; 233orA 

.11r2ss6;4 096:.A2 05.;42. A9so, 6A s5oB91 sAr2;4A52; A52 0o52s6o; o3 A52 EU /F 

3.0696A.A6;4 0o;;20A6o;s /2AD22; M2:/2r )A.A2s .;1 /2AD22; EBrop2.; r246o;s, .;1 

/F r2C6A.96s6;4 p2r6p52r.9 r246o;s. 
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T52 MoAorD.Fs o3 A52 )2. s5.99 /2 /.s21 26A52r o; 2E6sA6;4 or ;2D :.r6A6:2 96;8s 

D5605 s5.99 /2 6;A24r.A21 6;Ao EBrop2.; sBsA.6;./92 6;A2r:o1.9 9o46sA60 05.6;s. T52F 

s5oB91 5.C2 A52 o/720A6C2 o3 6:proC6;4 2E6sA6;4 :.r6A6:2 96;8s or 2sA./96s56;4 ;2D 

:.r6A6:2 96;8s .s D299 .s o3 /2AA2r 6;A24r.A6;4 A52 :.r6A6:2 96;8s 6; A52 49o/.9 9o46sA60 

05.6;. T52 MoAorD.Fs o3 A52 )2. pro720As s5oB91 3osA2r A52 0o;02;Ar.A6o; o3 3r2645A 

39oDs o; C6./92 s2. /.s21 9o46sA60.9 roBA2s .;1 proC612 r24B9.r, 3r2qB2;A, 5645-qB.96AF 

.;1 r296./92 s2.-/.s21 Ar.;sporA op2r.A6o;s A5.A .r2 6;A24r.A21 6; 49o/.9 9o46sA60 

05.6;s, 6.2. 3B99F 6;A24r.A21 :B9A6:o1.9 0orr61ors. 

T52 0o:/6;21 Ar.;sporA o3 p2rso;s .;1 4oo1s 6s ;oA 2E09B121, /BA 3r2645A Ar.;sporA 

s5oB91 /2 pr21o:6;.;A. 

T52 poA2;A6.9 3or . C6./92 TE%-T Mo) ;2ADor8 .s D299 .s 3or 0o:p2A6A6C2 .;1 

sBsA.6;./92 MoAorD.Fs o3 A52 )2. 6s r29.A21 Ao A52 ./696AF o3 s2. porAs Ao .0A .s 

2336062;A .;1 r296./92 Ar.;s56p:2;A s6A2s s2.:92ss9F 96;821 D6A5 oA52r :o12s o3 

Ar.;sporA. T52 pr6or6AF D699 /2 46C2; Ao 6:p92:2;A.A6o; pro720As .6:6;4 .A 6:proC6;4 

.;1 2EA2;16;4 Mo) 12160.A21 porA 6;3r.sArB0ABr2 0.p.06AF .;1 3.0696A62s 6;09B16;4 A52 

proC6s6o; o3 092.;2r 3B29s .;1 oA52r 2;C6ro;:2;A.99F r292C.;A 3.0696A62s. H6;A2r9.;1 

0o;;20A6o;s A5.A .r2 .; 6;A24r.9 p.rA o3 A52 1oor-Ao-1oor 9o46sA60 05.6; D5605 

6;A24r.A2s A52 :.r6A6:2 96;8s :.F .9so /2 3B;121 B;12r A52 Mo) pro4r.::2 .s D299 

.s F2.r roB;1 ;.C64.A6o; sBpporA .0A6C6A62s.  ; A56s 0o;A2EA, pr6or6AF D699 /2 46C2; Ao 

pro720As .6:6;4 .A 6;A24r.A6;4 6;9.;1 D.A2rD.Fs or r.69 D6A5 A52 MoAorD.Fs o3 A52 

)2., 2E02pA 6; .r2.s D52r2 :2:/2r sA.A2s 1o ;oA 5.C2 A52s2 :o12s o3 Ar.;sporA. 

T52 pro4r.::2 .9so .6:s .A 3osA2r6;4 6;;oC.A6o; .;1 A52 12p9oF:2;A o3 ;2D 

A205;o9o462s .;1 sFsA2:s Ao 6;0r2.s2 A52 2336062;0F .;1 23320A6C2;2ss o3 MoAorD.Fs 

o3 A52 )2..  

'ro720A propos.9s s5oB91 3o0Bs o; A52 3o99oD6;4 MoAorD.Fs o3 A52 )2. .r2.s .;1 o; 

A52 96;8s /2AD22; A52:, .s 1236;21 6; A;;2E     o3 A52 TE%-T GB61296;2s, pr6or6AF 

pro720A ;G21: 

MoAorD.F o3 A52 B.9A60 )2. (96;86;4 A52 B.9A60 )2. M2:/2r )A.A2s D6A5 M2:/2r 

)A.A2s 6; 02;Ar.9 .;1 D2sA2r; EBrop2, 6;09B16;4 A52 roBA2 A5roB45 A52 %orA5 

)2./B.9A60 )2. C.;.9 ("629 C.;.9)), 

MoAorD.F o3 A52 s2. o3 -2sA2r; EBrop2 (92.16;4 3ro: 'orAB4.9 .;1 )p.6; C6. 

A52 AA9.;A60 Ar0 Ao A52 %orA5 )2. .;1 A52  r6s5 )2.), 

MoAorD.F o3 A52 s2. o3 )oBA5-E.sA EBrop2 (0o;;20A6;4 A52 A1r6.A60 )2. Ao A52 

 o;6.; )2. .;1 A52 E.sA2r; M216A2rr.;2.; Ao 6;09B12 CFprBs), 

MoAorD.F o3 A52 s2. o3 )oBA5--2sA EBrop2 (D2sA2r; M216A2rr.;2.;), 

0o;;20A6;4 )p.6;, Fr.;02,  A.9F .;1 6;09B16;4 M.9A., .;1 96;86;4 D6A5 A52 

:oAorD.F o3 A52 s2. o3 )oBA5-E.sA EBrop2. 

Fo99oD6;4 A52 2007 2;9.r42:2;A, pro720A propos.9s 0.; .9so .11r2ss A52 B9.08 

)2. .r2., 2.4. /F 96;86;4 A52 B9.08 )2. D6A5 oA52r :oAorD.Fs o3 A52 s2. .r2.s. 
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T52 A2sA sp206360.A6o;s o3 A52 B.s296;2 3 D699 /2 6;09B121 6; A52 36rsA :.6;A2;.;02 

r292.s2 .A A52 2;1 o3 2013.  A 6s 2Ep20A21 A5.A A52 12C29op:2;A o3 B.s296;2 3 

o;/o.r1 pro1B0As .;1 A526r A2sA6;4 6; 9./or.Aor62s D699 proC612 C.9B./92 3221/.08 

r2sB9A6;4 6; A52 ;221 Ao Bp1.A2 A52 A2sA sp206360.A6o;s (sB/s2A-076). T52 Bp1.A6;4 

o3 A5os2 A2sA sp206360.A6o;s D699 r2qB6r2 sp206360 8;oD-5oD .;1 .002ss Ao 

12160.A21 Aoo9s .;1 A2sA 2qB6p:2;A. T52 .0A6C6A62s 92.16;4 Ao A52 Bp1.A6;4 o3 A52 

sB/s2A-076 .r2 0o;s612r21 . pr6or6AF, 6;09B16;4 pro0Br6;4/12C29op6;4 A2sA Aoo9s 

.;1 A2sA 2;C6ro;:2;As; A52 2Ep20A21 1296C2r./92s .r2 A52 Bp1.A21 A2sA 0.s2s, A2sA 

s2qB2;02s, .;1 63 ;202ss.rF A52 9./or.AorF A2sA 6;A2r3.02s. 

3.2.3 Moto)wa.s of t e Sea (MOS) 

T52 M&) pro720As .r2 16332r2;A 6; ;.ABr2 3ro: A52 oA52r TE%-T pro720As: A52 

MoAorD.Fs o3 A52 )2. pro720A 1236;2s . 3r.:2Dor8 (o/720A6C2s, oC2r.99 pr6or6A62s 

.;1/or 42o4r.p560.9 .r2.s) D6A56; D5605 M2:/2r )A.A2s .;1/or r292C.;A 0o:p.;62s 

or /o162s .r2 0.9921 Bpo; Ao 12C29op 6;16C61B.9 pro720As 1Br6;4 A52 p2r6o1 2007-2013. 

T52 AFp2 o3 pro720As propos21 B;12r A56s Dor8 pro4r.::2 s5.99 6;09B12 A52 

3o99oD6;4 6;sArB:2;As or . 0o:/6;.A6o; o3 A52:: 6:p92:2;A.A6o; pro720As (6.2. 

pro720As .6:6;4 Ao 1296C2r 3B99 s0.92 Ar.;sporA op2r.A6o;s), 6;;oC.A6C2 sAB162s A.86;4 

A52 3or: o3 p69oA .0A6o;s .;1 sAB162s.  rr2sp20A6C2 o3 A526r AFp2, A52 pro720As :BsA 

sBpporA A52 6:p92:2;A.A6o; o3 A52 0o;02pA o3 MoAorD.Fs o3 A52 )2.. 

'r6or6AF D699 /2 46C2; Ao 6:p92:2;A.A6o; pro720As, p69oA pro720As .;1 sAB162s D5605 

0o;Ar6/BA2 Ao .11r2ss6;4 A52 2;C6ro;:2;A.9 05.992;42s 3.021 /F A52 s5orA s2. s56pp6;4 

s20Aor, 6; p.rA60B9.r 6; C62D o3 A52 3orA50o:6;4 r2qB6r2:2;As D6A5 r2sp20A Ao A52 

6:p92:2;A.A6o; o3 A52 r2qB6r2:2;As o3 A;;2E ,  o3 A52  M& MA('&L Co;C2;A6o;. 

A0A6o;s sBpporA6;4 A52 12p9oF:2;A o3 .9A2r;.A6C2 3B29s .;1 2:6ss6o; ./.A2:2;A 

A205;o9o462s or D5605 pro:oA2 A52 Bs2 o3 s5or2-s612 2920Ar606AF 3.99 B;12r A56s 

0.A24orF. 

I695.6.7tat287 9:83.,ts, 3o0Bss6;4 o; 6;3r.sArB0ABr2 .;1 3.0696A62s, .r2 . pr6or6AF, 

D6A5 A52 o/720A6C2 o3 2sA./96s56;4 ;2D :.r6A6:2 96;8s or 6:proC6;4 A52 0.p.06AF, 

3r2qB2;0F or qB.96AF o3 2E6sA6;4 :.r6A6:2 96;8s .s 292:2;As o3 A52 /ro.12r ;2ADor8 o3 

MoAorD.Fs o3 A52 )2. 6; A52 9o46sA60 05.6; p2rsp20A6C2. T52 pro720As s5oB91 r2:oC2 

A52 MoAorD.Fs o3 A52 )2. r292C.;A /oAA92;208s 6; porAs, 6:proC2 porA 56;A2r9.;1 

0o;;20A6o;s .;1 porA s2. .002ss, .;1 612.99F .pp9F ;2D  ;3or:.A6o; .;1 

Co::B;60.A6o; T205;o9o462s ( CT) Ao A52 Mo) op2r.A6o;s.  :p92:2;A.A6o; pro720As 

0.; .9so /2 pro720As o3 D612r /2;236As
3
, 2.4. .11r2ss6;4 2;C6ro;:2;A.9 or r2porA6;4 

3or:.96AF 6ssB2s A.86;4 6;Ao .00oB;A r202;A o/964.A6o;s 12r6C6;4 3ro: 6;A2r;.A6o;.9 

.;1/or EBrop2.; 9246s9.A6o;. T52F :.F .9so 6;09B12 sAB1F .;1 p69oA .0A6o;
4
 p.rAs 

pr2p.r6;4 3or A52 6:p92:2;A.A6o; .;1 pro:oA6;4 A52 :.ABr6AF o3 9.A2r p5.s2s o3 A52 

pro720As. T52 propos21 pro720As s5oB91 sBpporA A52 r21B0A6o; o3 9.;1 Ar.;sporA 

0o;42sA6o; .;1 6;0r2.s2 1oor-Ao-1oor 2336062;0F A5roB45 :o1.9 s563A .;1/or 6;0r2.s2 

.002ss6/696AF o3 p2r6p52r.9 .;1 6s9.;1 r246o;s. T52 ;221 3or . sAr.A2460 2;C6ro;:2;A.9 

                                                            
3 In accordance with Article 13.5 (c) of Decision No 661/2010/EU of the European Parliament and of the 
Council  

4 Pilot actions are considered 'studies' in so far as they comply with the definition given under Article 2 
(8) of Regulation (EU) N° 680/2007 
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.ss2ss:2;A ()EA) s5oB91 /2 6;C2sA64.A21
5
 (2.4. poA2;A6.9 .:2;1:2;A o3 ;.A6o;.9 

Ar.;sporA p9.;s or pro4r.::2s). (.A2 o3 3B;16;4, .s sp2063621 6; )20A6o; 9, 

6:p92:2;A.A6o; pro720As :.F /2 3B;121 Bp Ao 20% o3 AoA.9 29646/92 0osAs.  

 ; 0.s2 o3 :6E21 pro720As (Dor8s .;1 sAB1F .;1/or p69oA .0A6o;s, s22 s20A6o; 6.2.4), 

Dor8s :.F /2 3B;121 .s ./oC2-:2;A6o;21 .;1 A52 sAB1F .;1 p69oA .0A6o; p.rAs :.F 

/2 3B;121 Bp Ao 50% o3 AoA.9 29646/92 0osAs. 

)AB162s A.86;4 A52 3or: o3 9258t a,t287s s5oB91 /2 2;C6s.421 Ao oC2r0o:2 A205;60.9 

.;1 op2r.A6o;.9 o/sA.092s D52; 6;Aro1B06;4 ;2D A205;o9o462s .s D299 .s proAoAFp2s 

or 6;;oC.A6C2 0o;02pAs. T52s2 sAB162s s5oB91 pr2p.r2 3or 3BABr2 12p9oF:2;A, .11r2ss 

D612r /2;236A sB/720As, 6;;oC.A6C2 6;3r.sArB0ABr2 .;1 3.0696A62s .;1 4.A52r .; 

op2r.A6o;.9 p.rA;2rs56p. A0A6o;s :.F 6;09B12 2C.9B.A6o; .;1 C.961.A6o; sAB162s or 

A205;60.9 sBpporA :2.sBr2s, 2.4. 3B99-s0.92 12:o;sAr.Aors ;202ss.rF Ao .0562C2 A52 

o/720A6C2s o3 A52 p69oA .0A6o;. (&D 6s ;oA 29646/92 3or sBpporA B;12r A52 TE%-T 

pro4r.::2. '69oA .0A6o;s :.F .9so 5.C2 . 82F ro92 6; s20Br6;4 5.r:o;6s21 op2r.A6o;s 

D6A56; . 46C2; 42o4r.p560.9 .r2. .;1 :BsA /2 propos21 /F IAD6;;6;4J 0o;sorA6., 

6;Co9C6;4 .0A6C29F o; . 46C2; Aop60 . :6;6:B: o3 ADo 2;A6A62s 3ro: .A 92.sA ADo 

16332r2;A M2:/2r )A.A2s (s22 )20A6o; 6.1) .;1 6;A24r.A6;4 82F Ar.;sporA .0Aors .;1 

op2r.Aors Ao .0562C2 A52 0r6A60.9 :.ss r2qB6r21 3or 9.A2r 6:p92:2;A.A6o;. (.A2 o3 

3B;16;4 H .s sp2063621 6; )20A6o; 9, p69oA .0A6o;s :.F /2 3B;121 Bp Ao 50% o3 AoA.9 

29646/92 0osAs
6
 proC6121 A52F 0o:p9F D6A5 A52 1236;6A6o; o3 sAB162s 46C2; 6; .rA. 2(8) 

o3 A52 TE% (24B9.A6o;. Co-3B;16;4 6;C2sA:2;As ./o.r1 C2ss29s .r2 poss6/92 3or p69oA 

pro720As 63 A52F .r2 ;202ss.rF 3or A52 rB;;6;4 o3 A52 pro720A. 

Stu-2.s :BsA .11r2ss r246o;.9 or EBrop2.; 92C29 6ssB2s o3 D612r /2;236As 3or Mo) 

op2r.A6o;s (sB05 .s 2;C6ro;:2;A.9 .ss2ss:2;As or  CT). )AB162s 3or A52 pr2p.r.A6o; 

o3 6:p92:2;A.A6o; pro720As s5.99 92.1 Ao :.ABr2 MoAorD.Fs o3 A52 )2. 3BABr2 pro720A 

propos.9s. (.A2 o3 3B;16;4 H .s sp2063621 6; )20A6o; 9, sAB162s :.F /2 3B;121 Bp Ao 

50% o3 AoA.9 29646/92 0osAs.  

G6C2; A52 pr.0A60.9 ;.ABr2 o3 A52 pro4r.::2, A52 r2soBr02s .C.69./92 3or sAB162s H 

2E09B16;4 p69oA .0A6o;s - D699 /2 96:6A21 Ao 20% o3 A52 oC2r.99 /B142A 3or A52 0.99. 

E;C6ro;:2;A.9 sAB162s s5oB91 0o;Ar6/BA2 Ao .11r2ss6;4 A52 2;C6ro;:2;A.9 05.992;42s 

3.021 /F A52 s5orA s2. s56pp6;4 s20Aor. A0A6o;s sBpporA6;4 3or 6;sA.;02 A52 

12p9oF:2;A o3 L%G or s0rB//2r A205;o9o462s or D5605 pro:oA2 A52 Bs2 o3 s5or2-s612 

2920Ar606AF 3.99 B;12r A56s 0.A24orF. %2D 6;;oC.A6C2 A205;o9o462s 3or 16s05.r46;4 

C2ss29 r2s61B2s or 3or r202pA6o; o3 C2ss29-42;2r.A21 D.sA2 D699 .9so /2 0o;s612r21. 

T52 .0A6o;s s5oB91 6;A24r.A2 A52 rB92s .;1 4B61296;2s 6; A52 36291 o3 s.32AF, D5605 .r2 

12C29op21 .A 6;A2r;.A6o;.9 92C29 or /F A52 EBrop2.; M.r6A6:2 ).32AF A42;0F. 

A0A6C6A62s s5oB91 92.1 Ao . s:ooA52r 6;A24r.A6o; o3 :.r6A6:2 Ar.;sporA 6; A52 

:B9A6:o1.9 9o46sA60 05.6;, 0o;02;Ar.A6;4 3r2645A 39oDs o; s2.-/.s21 roBA2s o; . 

0orr61or p2rsp20A6C2, s20Br6;4 F2.r roB;1 ;.C64.A6o; (2.4. D6;A2r 6; A52 B.9A60), s.32 

p.ss.42 6;09B16;4 1r2146;4, 5F1ro4r.p560 sBrC2Fs .;1 Ar.3360 :.;.42:2;A .;1 

3.0696A.A6;4 6;A2rop2r./696AF o3 A52 16332r2;A :o12s 6; A52 Ar.;sporA 05.6; .;1 

2920Aro;60 2E05.;42 o3 6;3or:.A6o; .:o;4 A52 r292C.;A sA.825o912rs, 2.4.  CT 

6;3r.sArB0ABr2 .;1 .pp960.A6o;s Ao 3.0696A.A2 6;A24r.A6o; o3 A52 s2. .;1 A52 9.;1 924s so 

                                                            
5 See Directive 2001/42 EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 June 2001 on the 
assessment of the effects of certain plans and programmes on the environment 

6 In accordance with Article 6.2 (a) of Regulation (EU) N° 680/2007 
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A5.A :.r6A6:2 Ar.;sporA :.F prop2r9F s2rC2 A52 56;A2r9.;1 .r2.s or 3or sFsA2:s o3 

D612r /2;236A. 

 CT .0A6o;s s5oB91 3o0Bs o; A52 12p9oF:2;A o3 6;A2rop2r./92 so9BA6o;s 2;./96;4 .; 

2336062;A 6;3or:.A6o; 2E05.;42 /2AD22; .99 .0Aors 6;Co9C21 6; 0o-:o1.9 Ar.;sporA 

pro02ss2s D6A5 p.rA60B9.r 2:p5.s6s o; 6;Aro1B06;4 ;2D A205;o9o462s 3or )5orA )2. 

)56pp6;4, pB/960 /o1F 1r6C2; s6;492 D6;1oDs .s D299 .s s6:p96360.A6o; o3 

.1:6;6sAr.A6C2 pro021Br2s 6; porAs. T56s o/720A6C2 s5oB91 /2 .0562C21 A5roB45 A52 Bs2 

o3 r292C.;A op2; sA.;1.r1s .;1 op2; .;1 s20Br2 6;3or:.A6o; 2E05.;42 p9.A3or:s 

D52r2 .C.69./92.  CT .pp960.A6o;s 6;A24r.A6;4 C256092 .;1 0.r4o Ar.086;4 .;1 Ar.06;4, 

:o;6Aor6;4 .;1 r2.9 A6:2 roBA6;4 sFsA2:s .pp960./92 Ao 82F EBrop2.; Ar.;sporA 

0orr61ors :.F .9so /2 0o;s612r21 3or 0o-36;.;06;4 63 sB/:6AA21 .s . p.rA o3 A52 

6:p92:2;A.A6o; .0A6o;s 1236;21 6; A56s Dor8 pro4r.::2.  ; 0o:p96.;02 D6A5 EU 

po96062s 6;sp6r21 3ro: A52 Bs2 o3 2920Aro;60 :2.;s o3 0o::B;60.A6o;, A52s2 .0A6o;s 

s5oB91 sBpporA A52 r202;A9F .1opA21 D6r20A6C2 2010/65/EU o; r2porA6;4 3or:.96A62s 

3or s56ps .;1 A52 2:2r46;4 EU 2-M.r6A6:2 6;6A6.A6C2. 

T52 pro720As .;1 sAB162s Ao A52 12C29op:2;A o3  CT sFsA2:s s5.99 /2 0.rr621 oBA 6; . 

D.F 2;sBr6;4 A5.A A52s2 sFsA2:s 0.; /2 2.s69F .1.pA21 Ao 6;0orpor.A2 A52 oBA0o:2 o3 

A52 EU 6;6A6.A6C2s .6:6;4 .A 2;sBr6;4 A52 2336062;A 3B;0A6o;6;4 .;1 6;A2rop2r./696AF o3 

A52 sFsA2:s, ;oA./9F A52 2-3r2645A .;1 2-M.r6A6:2 6;6A6.A6C2s. 

'ro720A propos.9s 3o0Bss6;4 o; pB/9609F .002ss6/92 6;3r.sArB0ABr2 .;1 3.0696A62s, or 

r2qB2sA6;4 sA.rA-Bp .61, s5oB91 /2 6:p92:2;A21 /F A52 r292C.;A .0Aors 6;Co9C6;4 6; 

42;2r.9 /oA5 A52 pB/960 .;1 pr6C.A2 s20Aors, .;1 /r6;46;4 Ao42A52r Ar.;sporA op2r.Aors 

r23920A6;4 A52 Ar.;sporA 05.6; .;1 0oC2r6;4 porA .;1 :.r6A6:2 op2r.A6o;s. T52 

2sA./96s5:2;A o3 . /ro.12r 0o;sorA6B:, 6;Co9C6;4 .9so p.rA;2rs sB05 .s A2r:6;.9 

op2r.Aors, ro.1 5.B962rs, r.69 op2r.Aors, 9o46sA60s 0o:p.;62s, s56p /ro82rs, 9o0.9 .;1/or 

r246o;.9 pB/960 .BA5or6A62s .;1 6;3r.sArB0ABr2 oD;2rs 6s 2Ep20A21 .s .ppropr6.A2. 

'ro720A propos.9s s5oB91 /2 sB/sA.;A6.A21, 2.4. /F proC616;4 r292C.;A Ar.3360 39oD 

.;.9Fs2s 6; A52 0orr61or, :o1.9 s563A poA2;A6.9 o3 A52 propos21 6;C2sA:2;As, 2A0. 

T52 6;Co9C2:2;A or .sso06.A6o; o3 Ar.;sporA op2r.Aors .;1 / or s56pp6;4 0o:p.;62s, 

0oC2r6;4 . sp206360 :.r6A6:2 924, 6s 3B;1.:2;A.9 Ao 12:o;sAr.A2 A52 C6./696AF o3 A52 

propos21 6:proC2:2;A o3 .; 2E6sA6;4 :.r6A6:2 96;8 or A52 2sA./96s5:2;A o3 . ;2D 

:.r6A6:2 96;8. T56s 6;Co9C2:2;A 0.; C.rF 3ro: /26;4 . /2;23606.rF D6A5 . 16r20A 

6;Co9C2:2;A, Ao 92AA2rs o3 sBpporA 0o;36r:6;4 A52 poA2;A6.9 o3 A52 pro720A Ao 92.1 Ao .; 

6:proC2:2;A o3 .; 2E6sA6;4 :.r6A6:2 96;8 or 2sA./96s5:2;A o3 . ;2D :.r6A6:2 96;8, 

.;1 12:o;sAr.A6;4 .; .12qB.A2 0o::6A:2;A Ao p.rA606p.A2 6; A52 pro720A (2.4. 

0o;sB9A.A6C2 or op2r.A6o;.9). T52 124r22 o3 6;Co9C2:2;A .;1/or 12:o;sAr.A21 

C6./696AF o3 A52 pro720A D699 5.C2 .; 6:p.0A o; A52 s2920A6o; o3 A52 propos.9s H ;oA./9F 

3or ;2D :.r6A6:2 96;8s. 

'ro720A propo;2;As .r2 2;0oBr.421 Ao 2Ep9o6A A52 3B99 r.;42 o3 EU 3B;16;4 

6;sArB:2;As .C.69./92 6; or12r Ao 2Ep9o6A sF;2r462s, notabl. D6A5 A52 M.r0o 'o9o    

pro4r.::2, D5605 6s A52 :.6; pro4r.::2 12s64;21 Ao sBpporA Ar.;sporA s2rC602s, A52 

MEDA-M&)    pro720A 3or A52 2sA./96s5:2;A o3 MoAorD.Fs o3 A52 )2. /2AD22; EU 

M2:/2r )A.A2s .;1 ;2645/oBr6;4 0oB;Ar62s /or12r6;4 A52 M216A2rr.;2.; )2., A52 

EBrop2.; %2645/oBr5oo1 .;1 '.rA;2rs56p  ;sArB:2;A, A52 )ArB0ABr.9 FB;1s .;1 A52 

EBrop2.;  ;C2sA:2;A B.;8. HoD2C2r .s sA.A21 6; )20A6o; 6.2.3, 4r.;As 3ro: A52 EU 

/B142A, sB05 .s TE%-4r.;As, 0.;;oA /2 0B:B9.A21 D6A5 oA52r 4r.;As 3ro: A52 EU 

/B142A 3or A52 s.:2 sp206360 .0A6C6A62s o3 A52 s.:2 p.rAs o3 . pro720A. (6s8-/2.r6;4 

6;sArB:2;As o3 A52 EU or EU 36;.;06.9 0o;Ar6/BA6o;s Ao sB05 6;sArB:2;As s5.99 ;oA 
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0o;sA6ABA2 4r.;As. FB;121 .0A6o;s :.F ;oA 92.1 Ao 16sAorA6o;s o3 0o:p2A6A6o; 6; A52 

r292C.;A :.r82As 0o;Ar.rF Ao A52 0o::o; 6;A2r2sA. 

Appropr6.A2 :o;6Aor6;4 :205.;6s:s D6A5 092.r :692sAo;2s 3or A52 r2.96s.A6o; o3 

9.sA6;4 :o1.9 s563A 3ro: ro.1 Ao A52 propos21 MoAorD.F o3 A52 )2. 96;8 .;1 3or A52 

6:proC21 .002ss6/696AF Ao p2r6p52r.9 .;1 6s9.;1 r246o;s s5oB91 /2 pBA 6; p9.02. 

3.2.4 Ai) T)affic Management (ATM) 

T52 sp206360 o/720A6C2 6; A56s s20Aor 6s Ao 0o;so961.A2 .;1 .00292r.A2 A52 pro02ss o3 

r23or:6;4 ATM 6; EBrop2, 6; p.rA60B9.r /F .11r2ss6;4 A52 6;2336062;062s 6; A52 

proC6s6o; o3 .6r ;.C64.A6o; s2rC602s .;1 /F 123r.4:2;A6;4 A52 EBrop2.; ATM sFsA2: 

.;1 /F 3.0696A.A6;4 A52 A6:29F 12p9oF:2;A o3 )E)A(. 

T52 .0A6o;s Ao /2 sBpporA21 6; A56s 1o:.6; s5oB91: 

)BpporA A52 12C29op:2;A o3 A5os2 .6r ;.C64.A6o; .;1 oA52r s2rC602s .;1 

.0A6C6A62s, oA52r A5.; .6r Ar.3360 s2rC602s, A5.A .r2 96;821 Ao .;1 sBpporA A52 

proC6s6o; o3 .6r ;.C64.A6o; s2rC602s .;1 A5.A 5.C2 A52 56452sA poA2;A6.9 3or 

6:proC6;4 2336062;0F D52; proC6121 o; A52 /.s6s o3 :.r82A pr6;06p92s .;1 

6:proC21 0BsAo:2r C.9B2 .A r246o;.9, FABs .;1/or 02;Ar.9 92C29. T52 sBpporA21 

.0A6o;s s5oB91 .6: Ao 612;A63F A52 6;3r.sArB0ABr2 ;221s 3or A52s2 poA2;A6.9 

s2rC602s .;1 2Ep9or2 .;1 12:o;sAr.A2 A52 :osA 2336062;A :2.;s o3 12p9oF6;4 

sB05 6;3r.sArB0ABr2 so A5.A A52 s2rC602s 0oB91 /2 proC6121 6; 0o;s6sA2;0F D6A5 A52 

)E) 924.9 3r.:2Dor8 .;1 )E)A( 12p9oF:2;A. 

F.0696A.A2 A52 .0A6C6A62s .;1 pro02ss2s A5.A .r2 ;202ss.rF Ao 6;6A6.A2 A52 

6;1BsAr6.96s.A6o; o3 ATM 3B;0A6o;.96A62s 6;09B121 6; A52 0o::o; pro720As 

1236;21 6; (24B9.A6o; (EU)409/2013, or 6; A52 6;A2r6: 12p9oF:2;A pro4r.::2. 

3.2.5 Intelligent T)ans(o)t S.stems (ITS) 

W8:4s 9:83.,ts propos21 B;12r A56s 52.16;4 s5oB91 sBpporA A52 0o-or16;.A21 .;1 

6;A2rop2r./92 6:p92:2;A.A6o; o3  T) Cor2 )2rC602s .;1 (6;;oC.A6C2) .pp960.A6o;s 

.9o;4 A52 TE%-T 0orr61ors o3 A52 3BABr2 (24B9.A6o; 2sA./96s56;4 A52 Co;;20A6;4 

EBrop2 F.0696AF .;1 A526r 6;A2r3.02s D6A5 0o:p92:2;A.rF ;2ADor8s, 6;Co9C6;4 .;1 

0o::6AA6;4 .A 92.sA 3 M2:/2r )A.A2s. 'ro720As s5.99 /2 0o:p96.;A D6A5 12A.6921 

sp206360.A6o;s .;1 4B61296;2s .s 1236;21 6; A52 0.99 3or propos.9s .;1 s5.99 A.82 

.00oB;A o3 A52 3o99oD6;4 sp206360 o/720A6C2s/.0A6C6A62s: 

&pA6:.9 Bs2 o3 ro.1, Ar.3360 .;1 Ar.C29 1.A.; 

Co;A6;B6AF o3 Ar.3360 .;1 3r2645A :.;.42:2;A  T) s2rC602s .9o;4 A52 TE%-T 

0orr61ors .;1 Bp Ao A52 6;A2r3.02s /2AD22; 6;A2rBr/.; .;1 Br/.; Ar.;sporA 

sFsA2:s .;1 D6A5 p.ss2;42r 5B/s or 3r2645A A2r:6;.9s; 

(o.1 s.32AF .;1 s20Br6AF; 

E;5.;021 6;A2r.0A6o;/6;A2r3.02s D6A5 0o:p92:2;A.rF Ar.;sporA :o12s; 

 ;A24r.A6o; o3 A52 C256092 6;Ao A52 Ar.;sporA 6;3r.sArB0ABr2; 

D.A. s20Br6AF .;1 proA20A6o;, .s D299 .s 96./696AF 6ssB2s; 

Stu-A 9:83.,ts propos21 B;12r A56s 52.16;4 s5oB91 sBpporA: 

T52 12C29op:2;A, op2r.A6o;.9 6:p92:2;A.A6o; .;1/or 6:proC2:2;A o3 

sp206360.A6o;s 3or  T) Cor2 )2rC602s .;1 EBrop2.; sA.;1.r1s Ao 2;sBr2 

6;A2rop2r./92 .;1 0osA 2336062;A 12p9oF:2;A (3ro: .; op2r.Aor p2rsp20A6C2) .;1 

Ao 2;5.;02 5.r:o;6s.A6o; .;1 qB.96AF (3ro: . Bs2r p2rsp20A6C2); 
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5. TIMETABLE F R THE MULTI-ANNUAL CALLS F R PR P SALS 2013 

AND INDICATIVE AM UNTS AVAILABLE 

5.1. I7-2,at2v. t26.tab5. f8: ,a55s f8: 9:898sa5s a7- a68u7ts ava25ab5. 27 t1. 6u5t2-

a77ua5 w8:4 9:80:a66.. 

T52 AoA.9 .:oB;A .C.69./92 3or 4r.;As o; A52 /.s6s o3 A52 :B9A6-.;;B.9 Dor8 pro4r.::2 6; A52 

36291 o3 A52 Ar.;s-EBrop2.; Ar.;sporA ;2ADor8 s5.99 962 D6A56; . r.;42 o3 80-85% o3 A52 

36;.;06.9 2;C29op2 o3 K8.013 /6996o; r2s2rC21 3or Ar.;sporA 3or A52 p2r6o1 2007-2013, .s 

612;A63621 6; ArA6092 18 o3 A52 TE% (24B9.A6o;. 

 ; .00or1.;02 D6A5 ArA6092 8 o3 A52 TE% (24B9.A6o;, . :61-A2r: r2C62D o3 A52 :B9A6-.;;B.9 

TE%-T pro4r.::2 Aoo8 p9.02 6; 2010. T52 r2C62D 612;A63621 pro720As D5605 D699 ;oA Bs2 .99 

o3 A52 3B;1s A5.A 5.C2 /22; .99o0.A21 Ao A52: D6A56; A52 pro4r.::21 p2r6o1. As . 

0o;s2qB2;02, A52 p9.;;6;4 o3 3BABr2 0.99s 3or propos.9s .s s2A oBA 6; A52 :B9A6-.;;B.9 Dor8 

pro4r.::2 3or 2007-2013 /F A52 Co::6ss6o; D206s6o; o3 23r1 JB9F 2007, C(2007)3512 6s 

B;12r :o16360.A6o;. 

T52 ./oC2 /r2.81oD; 6s 6;160.A6C2; A52r23or2 /B142A Ar.;s32r /2AD22; pr6or6A62s 6s .99oD21. 

6. ELIGIBILIT) CRITERIA 

6.1. E5202b5. a9952,a7ts 

&;9F Dr6AA2; .pp960.A6o;s sB/:6AA21 /F 924.9 p2rso;s o3 pr6C.A2 or pB/960 9.D 924.99F 

0o;sA6ABA21 .;1 r246sA2r21 6; . M2:/2r )A.A2 .r2 29646/92 3or EU 36;.;06.9 sBpporA. 

App960.A6o;s :BsA /2 pr2s2;A21 /F: 

o;2 or :or2 M2:/2r )A.A2s, .;1 / or 

D6A5 A52 .4r22:2;A o3 A52 M2:/2r )A.A2s 0o;02r;21, /F 6;A2r;.A6o;.9 or4.;6s.A6o;s, 

7o6;A B;12rA.86;4s, or pB/960 or pr6C.A2 B;12rA.86;4s. 

                                                            
7 The costs of projects are eligible from the first of January 2013  

P:83.,ts 

 

Ca55s (27-2,at2v. 

-at.) 

 

I7-2,at2v. a68u7ts
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A0A6o;s o; 'r6or6AF 'ro720As,  D202:/2r 2013 K50 :6996o; 

MoAorD.Fs o3 A52 )2. (Mo))  D202:/2r 2013 K80 :6996o; 

EBrop2.; (.69 Tr.3360 

M.;.42:2;A )FsA2:s 

(E(TM))  

D202:/2r 2013 K70 :6996o; 

A6r Tr.3360 M.;.42:2;A 

(ATM) 

D202:/2r 2013 K30 :6996o; 

 ;A299642;A Tr.;sporA )FsA2:s 

( T)) 

D202:/2r 2013 K50 :6996o; 

T&TAL  K280 :6996o; 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Subject:  
 

This call for proposals is established under the 2013 Multi-annual Work Programme as 
amended1. The work programme defines the objectives, the specific priorities, the 
results expected in relation to this call as well as the eligibility and award criteria and 
the maximum possible co-financing rates. 

 
1.2. Date of publication:  
 

The date of publication of this call is 11 December 2013. 
 
1.3. Indicative budget:  
 

The indicative budget available to support projects selected in this field is €80 million. 
Budget transfers between fields/priorities under the 2013 multi-annual calls are 
allowed. 
 

2. OBJECTIVES 
 
2.1. Objectives:  
 

The general objective of the call in the area of Motorways of the Sea (MoS) is specified 
in Section 3.1.3 of annex bis to the Multi-annual Work Programme 2013 as amended.  
 

2.2. Specific objectives:  
 
In addition to the specific objectives of removing infrastructure bottlenecks in ports, ICT 
development (in line with Commission priorities) and improvement of port hinterland 
connections and port sea access for this call as described in Section 3.2.3 of annex bis 
to the Multi-annual Work Programme 2013 as amended, also, the priority will be given 

                                                           
1 Commission Decision C(2013) 1675 final of 21.3.2013, as amended by Commission Decision C(2013)8755  
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to implementation projects, pilot projects and studies which contribute to addressing 
the environmental challenges faced by the short sea shipping sector, in particular in 
view of the forthcoming requirements with respect to the implementation of the 
requirements of Annex VI of the IMO MARPOL Convention. Actions supporting the 
deployment of alternative fuels and emission abatement technologies or which promote 
the use of shore-side electricity fall under this category. 
 
The work programme foresees three types of projects, which can also be submitted in 
combination to support the implementation of the concept of MoS. The three types of 
projects are as follows: 
 

- Implementation projects (works projects); 
- Studies taking the form of Pilot actions; 
- Studies. 

 
A proposal may address one of these types alone, or a single proposal may combine 
implementation projects with studies or with studies taking the form of Pilot actions. 

 
The objectives of the proposed Actions must be consistent with the type of project 
proposed. Furthermore, the activities must be relevant and balanced to meet the 
objectives of the Actions.  
 
Unless specified otherwise in the decision granting financial aid for duly justified 
reasons, any TEN-T funds granted to physical facilities under this call entail the 
obligation for the facilities to be available as required and customarily used by the 
transport services subject to the decision granting financial aid for at least 4 years 
following the completion of the respective Action. In addition, the physical facilities 
must be open to all users on a non-discriminatory basis for at least 4 years following 
the completion of the respective Action (otherwise the co-financing falls under start-up 
aid which is limited to 2 years of depreciation). 
 
 

2.3. Results expected:  
 
The results expected under this call are defined in Section 4 of Annex bis of the 2013 
Multi-annual Work Programme as amended. 
 

3. ELIGIBILITY, SELECTION AND AWARD CRITERIA 
 

3.1. Eligibility criteria:  
 

The eligibility criteria for applicants and for projects, as well as the grounds for 
exclusion, are defined in Section 6 of Annex bis to the 2013 Multi-annual Work 
Programme as amended.  
 
Union financial aid for projects of common interest established under this call can take 
the form of grants for studies, works or studies with physical interventions. 

 
Notably, a proposal must address either works or studies, within the meaning of Article 
2(8) and (9) of the TEN Regulation. A proposal may address works and studies, on the 
condition that it is clearly demonstrated that the undertaking of the works is not 
dependent on the execution and / or conclusion of the study(ies). 
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As defined in Article 2(8) of the TEN Regulation2, ‘studies’ means activities needed to 
prepare project implementation, including preparatory, feasibility, evaluation and 
validation studies, and any other technical support measure, including prior action to 
define and develop a project fully and decide on its financing, such as reconnaissance of 
the sites concerned and preparation of the financial package. ‘Works’ (Article 2(9) of 
the TEN Regulation) means the purchase, supply and deployment of components, 
systems and services, the carrying out of construction and installation works relating to 
a project, the acceptance of installations and the launching of a project. 
 
In addition, in line with Article 13(4) of the TEN Guidelines, proposals in the area of 
Motorways of the Sea must: 
 

- involve in general private and public sectors, and  
- for implementation projects (works), have been evaluated and pre-selected first 

within a public call for tenders organised by the Member States concerned. 
 

 
3.2. Selection criteria:  
 

The selection criteria (i.e. operational and financial capacity) are defined in Section 7 of 
Annex bis to the 2013 Multi-annual Work Programme as amended. 
 
Applicants may designate affiliated entities within the meaning of Article 122 of the 
Financial Regulation3, for the purpose of supporting the implementation of the Action 
submitted for funding. Such affiliated entities shall comply with the eligibility criteria 
for applicants as well as with the selection criteria as specified in Sections 6.1, 6.3 
and 7 respectively of Annex bis of the 2013 multi-annual Work Programme as 
amended. 
 

 
3.3. Award criteria:  
 

The general award criteria against which each proposal will be evaluated are specified 
in Section 8 of Annex bis to the 2013 Multi-annual Work Programme as amended. 

 
For the purpose of the evaluation, these criteria will be grouped in the following four 
blocks of criteria: 
 

- Relevance. It refers to the contribution of the Action to the TEN-T priorities (as 
laid out in the TEN-T Guidelines) and the objectives described in the call for 
proposals text, as well as to the macro socio-economic benefits at EU level and 
the need for TEN-T support. 

- Maturity. It refers to the status of preparation of the activities, in particular the 
capacity to implement the Action in accordance with the foreseen time plan and 
technical specifications.  

- Impact. It refers to the anticipated socio-economic effects of the Action (at the 
micro level) as well as the impact on the environment. 

- Quality. It refers to the completeness and clarity of the Action, in terms of the 
description of the planned activities, the soundness of the project management 

                                                           
2 Regulation (EC) n° 680/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 June 2007, laying down general 
rules for the granting of Community financial aid in the field of the Trans-European Transport and Energy Networks 
(OJ L 162, 22.6.2007, p. 1) 
3 Regulation (EU) No 966/2012 of 25 October 2012 on the financial rules applicable to the general budget of the 
Union and repealing Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 1605/2002 (OJ L 298, 26.10.2012, p. 1) 
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process and the coherence between its objectives and planned resources / 
activities. 

 
Information for assessing the above blocks of criteria has to be clearly described, in 
particular in Application Form Part B.2. During the external evaluation, each block of 
criteria will be given a score between 0 and 5 points (with 5 being the maximum). The 
minimum threshold for an individual block of criteria is 3 points. In other words, 
external experts will not recommend for funding any proposal which does not obtain at 
least 3 points for each block. However, the Commission is not bound by the opinion of 
the external experts. 
 
 
The activities proposed to be carried out by each applicant should be specified and 
consistent with their role in the proposal.  
In the context of this call for proposals, the following specific elements shall in 
particular be taken into consideration during the evaluation in addition to the generic 
criteria above and should therefore be clearly described in the Application Form B.2.: 
 

¾ Relevance:  
 

Under this criterion, the main elements considered will be the following: 
 

- Degree of integration of the Action into a multimodal transport chain, e.g. 
information systems and hinterland connections linking to the various modes of 
transport and the transport services (Application Form B.2 Section 3.2); 

 
- Evidence that the Action would develop a new or improve an existing maritime 

link(s), predominantly focussing on freight transport (Application Form B.2 
Section 3.3);  

 
- For Actions having wider benefits, confirmation of the clear relevance for the 

implementation of MoS (Application Form B.2 Section 3.3); 
 

- Degree of EU/regional added value of the proposed Action (Application Form B.2 
Section 3.3); 

 
- For the maritime link, the letters of support submitted by transport operators 

should reflect properly their involvement in the Action and demonstrate the 
Action's viability. This may range from a direct involvement as a beneficiary of 
financial aid (in which case no letter is needed), to a supportive involvement 
without direct financial implications for the operator(s). In the latter case, the 
operator(s) should prove that it will collaborate with other members of the MoS 
consortium to deliver the expected outcome of the Action, i.e. set up new or 
improve the existing transport connections. The support letters, presented most 
preferably as letters of intent, should state clearly the operator's firm, explicit 
and credible commitment to the project (Application Form B.2 Section 3.6); 

 
- Where a proposal is extended to a neighbouring country(ies), it should be 

demonstrated that this country(ies) is committed to the Action (i.e. signature of 
an authorised representative(s) of that country(ies) at national level) 
(Application Form B.2 Section 3.6). 

 
¾ Maturity:  

 
Under this criterion, the main elements considered will be the following: 
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- Viability of the new or improved transport service, substantiated through relevant 

analyses on freight flows, demand, business plans, etc. Data sources should be 

specified (Application Form B.2 Section 4.4);  

 

- For pilot actions, demonstration that the Action is sufficiently mature to be put into 

the pre-implementation phase (Application Form B.2 Section 4.4);  

 

- Demonstration of concrete plans and their readiness to remove identified bottlenecks 

throughout the transport chain – in hinterlands, ports, and maritime link(s) (Application 

Form B.2 Section 4.4). 

 

¾ Impact:  
 

Under this criterion, the main elements considered will be the following: 

 

- Impact of the Action on modal shift: estimates of modal shift until 2025 should 

be provided (applicants are advised to use the modal shift calculator available 

on http://ec.europa.eu/transport/marcopolo/getting-funds/application-

packs/2013/index_en.htm) (Application Form B.2 Section 5.6); 

 

- For Actions having wider benefits, demonstration of the degree of impact on the 

MoS operations (Application Form B.2 Section 5.6);  

 

- Contribution of the foreseen activities to improved efficiency and effectiveness of 

the transport chain (on the specific corridor), in particular compared to road 

transport (Application Form B.2 Section 5.6);  

 

- Impact of the proposed transport services on competing transport services and 

ports in the same geographical areas (Application Form B2 Section 5.8); 

 

- Impact on the reduction of externalities, in particular environmental impact 

(Application Form B2 Section 5.9). 

 

¾ Quality: 
 

Under this criterion, the main elements considered will be the following: 

 

- Appropriateness of the number and nature of involved participants in relation to 

the Action's objectives and credibility of commitments, including involvement of 

relevant actors and stakeholders (Application Form B2 Section 6.1); 

 

- Presentation of mechanisms put in place to monitor the impact of the Action 

during and after its implementation (Application Form B2 Section 6.4). 

 

 
3.4. Final selection process: 
 

During the final selection process, the following policy-related aspects will also be taken 

into consideration, as appropriate: 

 

The extent to which: 

 

x the proposal/project contributes to the balanced development of the network, 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/marcopolo/getting-funds/application-packs/2013/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/transport/marcopolo/getting-funds/application-packs/2013/index_en.htm
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x the proposal/project is cross-border or whether it produces cross-border effects, 
 

x the proposal/project addresses a bottleneck; where relevant, whether it offers a 
suitable remedy to the problem, 

 
x the proposal/project addresses a missing link so that it maximises the impact of 

investments already made in the region/country/global project, 
 

x the proposal/project is of comparative EU added value (high, medium, low), 
 

x the proposal/project has an absorption or performance capacity, based on 
previous experience (where existing), 

 
x there is any identified/identifiable risk of double-funding from other EU sources. 

 
 
4. CO-FINANCING & ELIGIBLE COSTS 
 
4.1. Co-financing:  
 

The maximum possible rates of Union co-funding are specified in Section 9 of Annex bis 
of the 2013 Multi-annual Work Programme as amended. 
 
The Commission reserves the right to award a grant of less than the amount requested 
by the applicant. Grants will not be awarded for more than the amount requested. 
 
The total requested Union contribution to the eligible costs of a proposed Action, may 
not be less than €500,000 EUR.  
 

 
4.2. Eligible costs:  

Detailed information on eligible costs is described in Article III.3.16 'Eligibility of Costs', 
of the model individual Decision granting financial aid for an Action, which is available 
on the TEN-T EA4 website (http://tentea.ec.europa.eu). 
 
Costs incurred between the 1st January 2013 and the completion date, which must be 
31 December 2015 at the latest, may be considered as eligible. In addition, indirect 
costs5, may be eligible for flat rate funding fixed at no more than 7% of total direct 
eligible costs. 
 
 

5. PRACTICAL INFORMATION 
 

In general, all practical information on the call for proposals and the evaluation process 
is detailed in the Guide for Applicants, which is available on the TEN-T EA website. It is 
important to read this guide carefully as proposals which do not follow the instructions 
may not be evaluated. 

 
 
 
 
                                                           
4 Trans-European Transport Network Executive Agency 
5 Costs, which are not identifiable as direct costs but are incurred in connection with the eligible direct costs of the 
action 

http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/
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5.1. Application form:  
 

Proposals must be submitted using the application forms provided on the TEN-T EA 
website  
http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/2013_m
ap_motorways_of_the_sea_call.htm  

 
A complete proposal consists of: 
 
√ Application form Part A (must be generated in the eSubmission module, which is part 
of the TENtec Information System), and 
 
√ A package to be sent by courier service or delivered by hand, containing all of the 
following: 
 

- The printout of Application form Part A, generated by the eSubmission module 
after the electronic submission (one signed original and four additional copies if 
the proposal is submitted in English. If the proposal still requires translation only 
one copy is sufficient), 

 
- The printout of Application form Parts B1 and B2 and their annexes (one signed 

original and, if submitted in English, four additional copies), 
 

- CD-ROM or DVD-R disk (non-rewritable therefore USB sticks are not eligible) 
containing the complete proposal (i.e. Application form Parts A, B1 and B2 and 
their annexes) in electronic format (PDF or formats readable by MS Office 
programmes). 

 
Proposals in their paper version must be signed by the applicant or his duly authorized 
representative and be perfectly legible so that there can be no doubt as to words and 
figures. Proposals may be prepared in any official Union language for submission by the 
call deadline. Nevertheless, if a proposal is not submitted in English and if the applicant 
has indicated in the Application Form that an English translation will be provided, the 
English translation of the proposal must be submitted before the deadline specified 
below – otherwise the proposal may not be evaluated6. 
 
The applicant(s) specified in the Application Form will automatically be considered as 
the beneficiary(ies) if the proposal is selected for funding. If applicants designate 
affiliated entities within the meaning of Article 122 of the Financial Regulation to 
support the implementation of the submitted action, they must encode in part A of the 
Application form the details of these affiliated entities, and provide the related 
supporting documents as required. 
 
Applicants must indicate in Application form Part A under which Priority their proposal is 
submitted. 
 

5.2. Submission of the proposals:  
 
Proposals will be evaluated in line with the priority under which they have been submitted. 
The Commission services reserve themselves, the right to requalify a project proposal, 
received under this Call, to another priority under the 2013 multi-annual work programme as 
                                                           
6 The Commission will reimburse the translation costs resulting from the translation into English of a proposal 
submitted in response to this Call, for up to an amount of €2500 per proposal, provided that the proposal has been 
submitted before the deadline specified 

http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/2013_map_motorways_of_the_sea_call.htm
http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/2013_map_motorways_of_the_sea_call.htm
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amended or a priority under the 2013 annual work programme adopted by Decision 
C(2013)1029 of 27 February 2013, as amended.  

a) Application form Part A must be submitted using the TENtec eSubmission module; 

 

b) Application forms Parts B1 and B2 have to be downloaded from the call website 
http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/2013_m
ap_motorways_of_the_sea_call.htm and duly filled in. Once final they can be attached 
to Application Form A (via the the TENtec eSubmission module) though this is not 
compulsory. The same applies to any annexes accompanying the proposal. 

c) After completing steps a) and b), the complete proposal (Application Forms A, B1and 
B2, including annexes) must be sent (by registered courier or hand delivery) to the 
following address: 

European Commission 
TEN-T Executive Agency  
W910 - 01/38 
Calls 2013 
Avenue du Bourget, 1 
B-1140 Bruxelles 
Belgique 
 
 
 
Proposals sent by registered courier have to be dispatched not later than 11 March 
2014, the deadline for the submission of proposals (as evidenced by the postmark, or 
proof of receipt deposit slip): Applicants must keep proof of the date of sending and be 
able to present it up on request. Failure to provide proof of the date of sending will 
exclude the proposal from being evaluated.  
 
Proposals delivered by hand to the Central Mail Service of the European Commission 
have to be dispatched, no later than 17h00 (Brussels local time) on 11 March 2014 in 
this case, a receipt must be obtained as proof of submission, signed and dated by the 
official who took delivery in the Central Mail Service.  The Central Mail Service is open 
from 7h00 to 17h00 Monday to Thursday and from 7h00 to16h00 on Fridays. It is 
closed on Saturdays, Sundays and Commission holidays.  
 
If a proposal is submitted after the deadline indicated above, the proposal will not be 
evaluated. 
 
The components constituting a complete proposal, the address for submission and 
further practical details are described in the Guide for Applicants, which is available on 
the TEN-T EA website. It is important to read this carefully as proposals which do not 
follow these instructions may not be evaluated. 

 
5.3. Timetable: 

 
Deadline for the submission of proposals 11 March 2014 

 
Submission of translations in English (if 
applicable) 

18 March 2014 
 

Evaluation of proposals April 2014 (indicative) 
 

http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/2013_map_motorways_of_the_sea_call.htm
http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/2013_map_motorways_of_the_sea_call.htm
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Consultation of Financial Assistance 
Committee; execution of scrutiny right by 
European Parliament 
 

June 2014 (indicative) 
 

Adoption of individual Decisions As from September 2014 
(indicative) 

 
5.4. Communication from TEN-T EA on the call for proposals 
 

Further information or clarifications on this call for proposals may be published on the 
TEN-T EA website. In particular, a list of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) will be 
regularly updated as questions arise. It is therefore strongly recommended to all 
applicants to regularly consult the TEN-T EA website to make sure they have all the latest 
information on the call. 

 
Any additional specific questions related to this call may be addressed to the TEN-T 
Helpdesk email: tenea-helpdesk-call-MAP-2013@ec.europa.eu   

  
The answers to submitted questions which could be of interest to other applicants will 
be published in the FAQ list on the TEN-T EA website, to ensure equal treatment 
between all potential applicants. Questions which are specific to a particular proposal 
and where the answer of the TEN-T EA would provide a comparative advantage to 
the applicant will not be answered. 
 
Applications may not be delivered to this email address. This address is reserved for 
information and assistance by the TEN-T EA Helpdesk. 
  
 

6. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

6.1. Prior information of applicants: 
 

Your reply to the grant application involves the recording and processing of personal 
data (such as your name, address and CV), which will be processed pursuant to 
Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 on the protection of individuals with regard to the 
processing of personal data by the Community institutions and bodies and on the free 
movement of such data. Unless indicated otherwise, your replies to the questions in 
this form and any personal data requested are required to assess your grant application 
in accordance with the specifications of the call for proposals and will be processed 
solely for that purpose by Trans-European Transport Network Executive Agency as data 
controller for this purpose. You may, upon request, have your personal data sent to you 
and rectify any inaccurate or incomplete particulars. Should you have any queries 
concerning the processing of your personal data, please address them to the entity 
acting as data controller within TEN-T EA. The data subjects have the right of recourse 
at any time to the Data Protection Officer of the Executive Agency (TENEA-
DPO@ec.europa.eu ) or in case of conflict with the Controller or data protection officer 
concerning the processing of your personal data, you have the right to submit a 
complaint at any time to the directly to the European Data Protection Supervisor. 
(http://www.edps.eu.int/01_en_presentation.htm ) 
Details concerning the processing of your personal data are available on the privacy 
statement at the page: 
http://ec.europa.eu/dataprotectionofficer/privacystatement_publicprocurement_en.pdf 
 

mailto:tenea-helpdesk-call-MAP-2013@ec.europa.eu
mailto:TENEA-DPO@ec.europa.eu
mailto:TENEA-DPO@ec.europa.eu
http://www.edps.eu.int/01_en_presentation.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/dataprotectionofficer/privacystatement_publicprocurement_en.pdf
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Your personal data (name, given name if natural person, address, legal form, 
registration number and name and given name of the persons with powers of 
representation, decision-making or control, if legal person) may be registered in the 
Early Warning System (EWS) only or both in the EWS and Central Exclusion Database 
(CED) by the Accounting Officer of the Commission, should you be in one of the 
situations mentioned in: 
 

- the Commission Decision 2008/969 of 16.12.2008 on the Early Warning System 
(OJ L 344, 20.12.2008, p. 125) (for more information see the Privacy Statement 
on http://ec.europa.eu/budget/info_contract/legal_entities_en.htm), or 

 
- the Commission Regulation 2008/1302 of 17.12.2008 on the Central Exclusion 

Database (OJ L 344, 20.12.2008, p. 12) (for more information see the Privacy 
Statement on  
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/library/sound_fin_mgt/privacy_statement_ced_en.p
df). 

 
You are informed that, to ensure that the Union’s financial interests are protected, your 
personal data may be communicated to internal audit services, the European 
Commission, the European Court of Auditors, the body specialising in financial 
irregularities (Financial Irregularities Panel) or the European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF). 

The data of applicants in any of the situations referred to in Articles 106(1), 107 and 
109(2)(a) of the Financial Regulation7 may be included in a central exclusion database 
and communicated to designated persons in the Commission, the other institutions, 
agencies, authorities and bodies referred to in Article 108 (1) and (2) of the Financial 
Regulation. This also applies to those with powers of representation, decision-making 
power or powers of control in respect of such applicants. Following a request to the 
Commission’s Accounting Officer, anyone registered in the database is entitled to be 
informed of the data recorded about them. 

 
 
6.2. General conditions for paying grants:  
 

In order to limit the financial risks connected with the payment of pre-financing, the 
Commission or the TEN-T EA may, on the basis of a risk assessment, either require the 
beneficiary to lodge a guarantee in advance (for up to the same amount as the pre-
financing) or split the payment into several instalments. The Commission may waive 
this obligation to lodge a guarantee in advance for public sector bodies and 
international organisations8. 

 
6.3. Important documents:  
 

In preparing your application, please ensure that you refer to all of the following 
documents, which are available on the TEN-T EA website: 
 

- 2013 Multi-annual Work Programme as amended  
- Guide for Applicants (as well as the eSubmission module User Manual) 
- Application form (parts A, B1 and B2) 
- TEN Regulation9  

                                                           
7 Regulation 966/2012  of 25 October 2012 on the financial rules applicable to the general budget of the Union and 
repealing Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 1605/2002 (OJ L 298, 26.10.2012, p. 1)  
8 Article 134 of Regulation 966/2012 of 25 October 20012 and Article 206 of Regulation (EU) No 1268/2012 of 29 
October 2012 on the rules of application of Regulation No 966/2012(OJ L 362, 31.12.2012, p. 1)  
9 Regulation (EC) n° 680/2007 as amended by Regulation (EU) No 670/2012 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 11 July 2012 amending Decision No 1639/2006/EC establishing a Competitiveness and Innovation 

http://ec.europa.eu/budget/info_contract/legal_entities_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/library/sound_fin_mgt/privacy_statement_ced_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/library/sound_fin_mgt/privacy_statement_ced_en.pdf
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- TEN-T Guidelines10 
- Model text for an individual Decision granting financial aid 
- (if applicable)  the definition of cross-border sections of priority projects 

endorsed by the TEN-T Guidelines Committee for Monitoring Guidelines and the 
Exchange of Information 

- Guide to TENs and environmental legislation: Annex 2 of the Commission Staff 
Working Document which accompanied COM (2007) 135 final, Trans-European 
Networks: Toward an integrated approach. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                             
Framework Programme (2007-2013) and Regulation (EC) No 680/2007 laying down general rules for the granting of 
Community financial aid in the field of the trans-European transport and energy networks (OJ L 204, 31.07.2012, 
p.1) 
10 Decision n° 661/2010/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 July 2010 on Union guidelines for the 
development of trans-European transport network (OJ L 204, 5.8.2010, p. 1.) 
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3.3.4. Motorways of the Sea (MoS) 
 
General objectives 

 
Motorways of the sea consist of short-sea routes, ports, associated maritime infrastructure and 
equipment, and facilities as well as simplified administrative formalities enabling Short Sea 
Shipping or sea-river services between at least two ports, including hinterland connections. 
They shall contribute towards the achievement of a European Maritime Transport Space 
without Barriers and also facilitate maritime freight transport with neighbouring countries. In 
this context, they shall also promote shipping concepts which contribute to reducing negative 
impacts of heavy fuel oil powering in support of the implementation of the requirements of 
Annex VI of the IMO MARPOL Convention and of Directive 2012/33/EU. 

 
Actions addressed with this programme may concern studies, pilot actions or implementation 
measures as well as a combination of studies and implementation. 

 
Specific objectives: 

 
To support the overall objectives of motorways of the sea, the following measures shall be 
promoted: 

 
• Infrastructure development in ports, notably including development of infrastructure 

for direct land and sea access, hinterland connections, development in port facilities, 
freight terminals, logistic platforms and freight villages which are associated to the 
port operations. Development of ice-breaking capabilities. Development of Maritime 
ICT systems and services addressing logistics management systems in ports, safety 
and security as well as administrative and customs procedures. 

 
• The promotion of "wider benefits" of the MoS development, not linked to specific 

geographic areas or ports, such as services and actions to support the mobility of 
persons and goods, improvement of environmental performance, icebreaking and year 
round navigability, surveying and dredging operations, infrastructure development in 
ports, notably including alternative fuelling facilities as well as optimisation of 
processes, procedures and the human element, ICT platforms and information systems 
including traffic management and electronic reporting systems. In this context, actions 
aiming at the facilitation of maritime freight transport with neighbouring countries 
hence fostering international trade can be supported. 

 
• Development of sea-based transport services which are open, integrated in door-to- 

door logistic chains and concentrate flows of freight on viable, regular, frequent, high- 
quality and reliable Short Sea Shipping links. The actions to further develop and 
promote motorways of the sea transport services will, inter alia, focus on fostering 
horizontal actions which will contribute to upgrade maritime services in a harmonised 
and interoperable manner, duly taking into account the global nature of maritime 
transport and its role as a link between intra-European trade and international trade. 

 



• Development of enabling elements which will promote a better integration of maritime 
transport and increased interoperability, such as: 

 
- Maritime port access and basic infrastructure: actions aiming at reducing bottlenecks in 

maritime transport and multimodal routes, providing safer, more secure and more 
environmentally-friendly maritime transport services. This includes the equipment 
necessary to reduce the environmental impact of maritime transport and the quality 
and capacity of passenger services; 

 
- Connections to other transport modes (including to dry ports): rail, inland waterway 

connections or road if other hinterland connections are not an option with 
adequate capacity and efficiency; 

 
- ICT applications, in particular e-Maritime Single Window and VTMIS applications. 

Single Windows shall fully comply with the regulatory and technical specifications 
developed by the Commission (Directives 2010/65/EU and 
2002/59/EC). 

 
• A priority will be given to implementation projects, pilot projects and studies which 

contribute to addressing the environmental challenges faced by the Maritime sector, in 
particular in view of the forthcoming requirements with respect to the implementation 
of the requirements of Annex VI of the IMO MARPOL Convention and of Directive 
2012/33/EU. This will include in particular: 

 
- Actions supporting the deployment of alternative fuels and emission abatement 

technologies, including the use of shore-side electricity and energy efficiency 
measures, fall under this category. 

 
- Actions supporting the development of reception facilities for oil and other waste, 

including residues from scrubbers. 
 

- Studies and deployment of alternative fuel infrastructure, in particular but not 
limited to LNG, either through publicly accessible fixed or mobile (including trucks 
and barges) refuelling points and related infrastructure 

- Upgrades of vessels used on existing services and existing or new motorways of the 
sea links, but limited to the additional efforts for environmental upgrades 

- Other publicly accessible auxiliary facilities and infrastructures supporting sustainable 
shipping, such as waste reception facilities at ports 
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ANNEX 4:  
PRIORITY "MOTORWAYS OF THE SEA" 
 
The overall objectives and priorities are set out in chapter 3.3.4 of the Multi-annual Work 
Programme. 
 
http://inea.ec.europa.eu/download/calls2014/cef_transport/map_334_mos.pdf  
 
Proposed Actions under this priority shall address either works and/or studies (including 
studies with pilot activities).  
 
Motorway of the Sea (MoS) studies shall contribute to the promotion and development of the 
concept at a regional or European level. They may also contribute to further policy 
developments in the field. Preference will be given to mature studies, leading to concrete 
results such as technical design of infrastructure, human element aspects in maritime 
transport, preparation of ICT applications, better security measures etc. Feasibility studies or 
market studies are not eligible for funding.  
 
Study with pilot activities under the MoS can be considered as projects testing or deploying 
new technological solutions in real operational conditions. They can also be considered as 
innovative projects contributing to uptake of new solutions not sufficiently present in today’s 
market. Actions of this type may address a wide spectrum of needs in maritime sector, notably 
alternative fuels and emission abatement technologies.  
 
MoS works should be considered either as wider benefit implementation measures (e.g. 
construction of LNG bunkering infrastructure for ships serving a group of ports, coordinated 
enhancement of maritime security or safety systems in several countries) at regional or EU 
level, or as implementation measures for the purpose of upgrading an existing or setting up a 
new maritime link with a possibility of its further intermodal extension i.e. integration with 
other modes of transport on the TEN-T network. A MoS maritime link based actions may also 
consist of links between ports and the core network or other national stretches of the core 
network. The wider benefit actions may include, but not limited to, a group of EU ports, 
infrastructure managers, shipowners or consortia bringing together different maritime entities. 
The proposed Actions related to the upgrade or establishment of a maritime link, must involve 
at least two EU ports (two core ports or one core and one comprehensive) and a maritime 
operator. The involvement of the operator may be direct as a beneficiary or indirect as an 
associated entity participating in a project without receiving a grant.  
 
The eligible costs of upgrading MoS links may involve costs borne by shipowners in order to 
comply with the provisions of the MARPOL Convention's Annex VI and Sulphur Emission 
Control Area requirements entering into force on 1 January 2015, or costs contributing to 
better environmental performance of a maritime service, including installations related to on-
shore power supply. These kinds of actions must be submitted by shipowners operating on a 
particular maritime link together with the EU ports the link relates to. Upgrades on vessels are 
limited to the additional efforts for environmental purposes and cannot cover the full costs of 
acquiring or constructing a vessel. Projects purely involving the retrofitting of large fleets of 
vessels under one proposal and non-related to the specific maritime links upgrade are not 
eligible.  
 

http://inea.ec.europa.eu/download/calls2014/cef_transport/map_334_mos.pdf


Should the upgrade of the existing link or establishment of a new MoS service not be 
implemented by the end of a co-funded project, the European Commission reserves a right to 
reduce or recover part of the grant accordingly.   
   
Requests for co-funding superstructure will be admissible only within the works or study with 
pilot activities open to any user on a non-discriminatory basis, provided that the proposed 
items can be considered as ancillary infrastructure necessary for implementation of a 
particular action and/or related to increase of efficiency or environmental performance of 
MoS services. The superstructure, including ships, will be required to serve the co-funded 
actions within the EU area for at least 5 years after the project end date.   
 
MoS can enable co-funding for large ICT projects of EU added value, in particular those 
focusing on the various aspects of e-maritime systems, such as information and traffic 
managements systems, single windows or VTMIS applications as long as they demonstrate 
compliance with relevant EU legislation in the field (notably Directive 2010/65/EU on 
reporting formalities for ships, and the related specifications adopted by Commission experts 
group coordinating the implementation of the Directive by the Member States). The port 
community systems, unless strictly related to the upgrade of MoS links, shall be submitted to 
Priority "Telematic applications systems other than those covered by the Multi-annual Work 
Programme" of the 2014 annual transport call for proposals1.  
   
Proposed Actions related to establishing multimodal platforms in maritime ports shall be 
submitted to Priority "Connections to and development of multimodal logistics platforms" of 
the 2014 multi-annual transport call for proposals, Funding Objective 32.  
 
Proposed Actions related to development and deployment of 'E-freight policy', unless 
predominantly MoS related, aiming at facilitation of access to information on freight transport 
across all modes and simplification of use of this information, shall be submitted to Priority 
"Deployment of new technologies and innovation in all transport modes, with a focus on 
decarbonisation, safety and innovative technologies for the promotion of sustainability, 
operation, management, accessibility, multimodality and efficiency of the network"3 of the 
multi-annual transport call for proposals Funding Objective 2. 
 
Priority will be given to projects supporting the environmental performance of maritime 
transport, and its safety and efficiency. In particular the support will be allocated to alternative 
fuels and emission abatement technologies in view of the requirements of Annex VI of the 
IMO MARPOL Convention. Proposed Actions supporting the deployment of alternative fuels 
and emission abatement technologies or which promote the use of shore-side electricity fall 
under this category. In addition works actions focusing on upgrading or establishing new MoS 
links, especially when clearly demonstrating synergies between MoS service and other 
transport sectors, will be prioritised.   
 
For large multi-beneficiary actions, it is strongly recommended to exploit the possibility of 
submitting applications for funding by European Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG), 
established for the purpose of project implementations in line with Council Regulation (EEC) 
N° 2137/85 of 25 July 1985. 

                                                           
1  Corresponding to section 3.3.1 of the Annual Work Programme.  
2  Corresponding to section 3.3.6 of the Multi-annual Work Programme. 
3  Corresponding to section 3.2.1 of the Multi-annual Work Programme 
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H:GKi8:H ;DG H:6BA:HH 9DDG-ID-9DDG BD7iAiIN 

•�  JGDE:-Li9: IG6;;i8 B6C6g:B:CI HNHI:BH ID DEIiBiH: IG6;;i8 DE:G6IiDCH 6C9 :C=6C8: 
:C:GgN :;;i8i:C8N 

•� .NHI:BH ID :C=6C8: GD69 H6;:IN 6C9 H:8JGiIN 

•� C-I/., :HE:8i6AAN DC K:=i8A:-iC;G6HIGJ8IJG: 8DBBJCi86IiDC 

 

3.3.4.�Motor(a)s of the Sea (MoS) 

Pr6or6AF op2n Ao .99 "2:/2r 'A.A2s 

":C:G6A D7j:8IiK:H  

(DIDGL6NH D; I=: .:6 6G: 8DCHi9:G:9 I=: B6GiIiB: EiAA6G D; I=: /G6CH- JGDE:6C /G6CHEDGI 

):ILDGk. /=:N 8DCHiHI D; H=DGI-H:6 GDJI:H, EDGIH, 6HHD8i6I:9 B6GiIiB: iC;G6HIGJ8IJG: 6C9 

:FJiEB:CI, ;68iAiIi:H 6H L:AA 6H HiBEAi;i:9 69BiCiHIG6IiK: ;DGB6AiIi:H :C67AiCg .=DGI .:6 

30 "D6N-1" C-I/. H:GKi8:H G:8DBB:C9:9 7N I=: "C-I/. EA6I;DGB": 

#6O6G9DJH AD86IiDC CDIi;i86IiDCH: .ADL DG HI6IiDC6GN K:=i8A:(H) & /G6;;i8 6=:69 L6GCiCg, -D69 LDGkH L6GCiCg, 

2:6I=:G 8DC9iIiDCH,  B:Gg:C8N 7G6k: Aig=I,  B:Gg:C8N K:=i8A: 6EEGD68=iCg. 

.igC6g: 6EEAi86IiDCH: IC-K:=i8A: HigC6g:, IC-K:=i8A: HE::9 AiBiIH, .igC6A KiDA6IiDC / ICI:GH:8IiDC .6;:IN, /G6;;i8 

HigC6A EGiDGiIN G:FJ:HI 7N 9:HigC6I:9 K:=i8A:H, "G::C 'ig=I *EIiB6A .E::9 A9KiHDGN ("'*.A), +GD7: K:=i8A: 

96I6: CA( AggG:g6IiDC, .=D8kL6K: D6BEiCg (;6AAH JC9:G  /.I C6I:gDGN TAD86A =6O6G9 L6GCiCgU) 
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.=iEEiCg DG H:6-GiK:G H:GKi8:H 7:IL::C 6I A:6HI ILD B6GiIiB: EDGIH, iC8AJ9iCg =iCI:GA6C9 

8DCC:8IiDCH. /=:N H=6AA 8DCIGi7JI: IDL6G9H I=: 68=i:K:B:CI D; 6  JGDE:6C (6GiIiB: 

/G6CHEDGI .E68: LiI=DJI B6GGi:GH, 8DCC:8I CDG: ):ILDGk CDGGi9DGH 7N iCI:gG6IiCg I=: 

B6GiIiB: A:g 6C9 6AHD ;68iAiI6I: B6GiIiB: ;G:ig=I IG6CHEDGI LiI= C:ig=7DJGiCg 8DJCIGi:H. IC I=iH 

8DCI:MI, I=:N H=6AA 6AHD EGDBDI: HJHI6iC67A: H=iEEiCg 8DC8:EIH L=i8= 8DCIGi7JI: ID G:9J8iCg 

C:g6IiK: iBE68IH D; =:6KN ;J:A DiA EDL:GiCg iC HJEEDGI D; I=: iBEA:B:CI6IiDC D; I=: 

G:FJiG:B:CIH D; ACC:M 1I D; I=: I(* (A-+*' CDCK:CIiDC 6C9 D; DiG:8IiK: 2012/33/ 0 6H 

L:AA 6H G:9J8IiDC D; C*2 iC B6GiIiB: IG6CHEDGI.  

A8IiDCH 699G:HH:9 LiI= I=iH EGDgG6BB: B6N 8DC8:GC HIJ9i:H, HIJ9i:H LiI= EiADI 68IiKiIi:H 6H 

L:AA 6H 6 8DB7iC6IiDC D; HIJ9i:H 6C9 LDGkH.  

.E:8i;i8 D7j:8IiK:H:  

/D HJEEDGI I=: DK:G6AA D7j:8IiK:H D; (DIDGL6NH D; I=: .:6, I=: ;DAADLiCg B:6HJG:H H=6AA 7: 

EGDBDI:9:  

•� IC;G6HIGJ8IJG: 9:K:ADEB:CI iC EDGIH 6C9 JEgG69: D; H:6-76H:9 IG6CHEDGI H:GKi8:H 

iCI:gG6I:9 iC ADgiHIi8H 8=6iC.  IC E6GIi8JA6G I=: :ME:8I:9 68IiDCH B6N iC8AJ9:: 

- 9:K:ADEB:CI D; iC;G6HIGJ8IJG: ;DG 9iG:8I A6C9 6C9 H:6 688:HH, =iCI:GA6C9 8DCC:8IiDCH, 

9:K:ADEB:CI iC EDGI =6C9AiCg ;68iAiIi:H, ;G:ig=I I:GBiC6AH, ADgiHIi8 EA6I;DGBH 6C9 ;G:ig=I 

KiAA6g:H L=i8= 6G: 6HHD8i6I:9 ID I=: EDGI DE:G6IiDCH. (DG:DK:G, 68IiDCH 6iBiCg 6I 

G:9J8iCg 7DIIA:C:8kH iC B6GiIiB: IG6CHEDGI 6C9 BJAIiBD96A GDJI:H, EGDKi9iCg H6;:G, 

BDG: H:8JG: 6C9 BDG: :CKiGDCB:CI6AAN-;Gi:C9AN B6GiIiB: IG6CHEDGI H:GKi8:H LiAA 7: 

EGDBDI:9. /=iH B6N iC8AJ9: iBEGDK:B:CIH iC FJ6AiIN 6C9 86E68iIN D; GD-E6M H:GKi8:H.  

- 9:K:ADEB:CI D; B6GiIiB: IC/ HNHI:BH 6C9 H:GKi8:H 699G:HHiCg ADgiHIi8H B6C6g:B:CI 

HNHI:BH iC EDGIH, H6;:IN 6C9 H:8JGiIN ;DG EDGI =6C9AiCg DE:G6IiDCH 6H L:AA 6H 

69BiCiHIG6IiK: 6C9 8JHIDBH EGD8:9JG:H. .iCgA: LiC9DLH H=6AA ;JAAN 8DBEAN LiI= I=: 

G:gJA6IDGN 6C9 I:8=Ci86A HE:8i;i86IiDCH 9:K:ADE:9 7N I=: CDBBiHHiDC (DiG:8IiK:H 

2010/65/ 0 6C9 2002/59/ C). 

- 9:K:ADEB:CI D; H:6-76H:9 IG6CHEDGI H:GKi8:H L=i8= 6G: DE:C, iCI:gG6I:9 iC 9DDG-ID- 

9DDG ADgiHIi8 8=6iCH 6C9 8DC8:CIG6I: ;ADLH D; ;G:ig=I DC Ki67A:, G:gJA6G, ;G:FJ:CI, =ig=- 

FJ6AiIN 6C9 G:Ai67A: .=DGI .:6 .=iEEiCg AiCkH 8DCC:8IiCg I=: CDG: ):ILDGk CDGGi9DGH. 

 - 9:K:ADEB:CI D; (D. iC 6 =6GBDCiH:9 6C9 iCI:GDE:G67A: B6CC:G, 9JAN I6kiCg iCID 

688DJCI I=: gAD76A C6IJG: D; B6GiIiB: IG6CHEDGI 6C9 iIH GDA: 6H 6 AiCk 7:IL::C iCIG6-

 JGDE:6C IG69: 6C9 iCI:GC6IiDC6A IG69:. 

- 9:K:ADEB:CI D; :CKiGDCB:CI6AAN HJHI6iC67A: H=iEEiCg 8DK:GiCg C:L 8A:6C ;J:AH 

;68iAiIi:H 6C9 DC-7D6G9 iCHI6AA6IiDCH, :CKiGDCB:CI6AAN ;Gi:C9AN .*M 676I:B:CI 

I:8=CDADgi:H G:HE:8IiCg DG gDiCg 7:NDC9 I=: 8JGG:CI :CKiGDCB:CI6A A:giHA6IiDC 

G:FJiG:B:CIH 6H L:AA 6H G:9J8IiDCH D; DI=:G 6iG :BiHHiDCH HJ8= 6H )*M 6C9 C*2.   

•� +GDBDIiDC D; "Li9:G 7:C:;iIH" D; I=: (D. 9:K:ADEB:CI, CDI AiCk:9 ID HE:8i;i8 

g:DgG6E=i8 6G:6H DG EDGIH 7JI 7:C:;iIiCg I=: iC9JHIGN Li9:AN, HJ8= 6H H:GKi8:H 6C9 

68IiDCH ID HJEEDGI I=: BD7iAiIN D; E:GHDCH 6C9 gDD9H, iBEGDK:B:CI D; :CKiGDCB:CI6A 

E:G;DGB6C8: (8A:6C ;J:AH, L6HI: G:8:EIiDC ;68iAiIi:H :I8), i8:7G:6kiCg 6C9 N:6G GDJC9 
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C6Kig67iAiIN, g:DgG6E=i86A HJGK:NiCg 6C9 9G:9giCg DE:G6IiDCH, iC;G6HIGJ8IJG: 

9:K:ADEB:CI iC EDGIH, CDI67AN iC8AJ9iCg 6AI:GC6IiK: ;J:AAiCg ;68iAiIi:H 6H L:AA 6H 

DEIiBiH6IiDC D; EGD8:HH:H, EGD8:9JG:H 6C9 I=: =JB6C :A:B:CI, IC/ EA6I;DGBH 6C9 

iC;DGB6IiDC HNHI:BH iC8AJ9iCg IG6;;i8 B6C6g:B:CI 6C9 :A:8IGDCi8 G:EDGIiCg HNHI:BH. IC 

I=iH 8DCI:MI, 68IiDCH 6iBiCg 6I I=: ;68iAiI6IiDC D; B6GiIiB: ;G:ig=I IG6CHEDGI LiI= 

C:ig=7DJGiCg 8DJCIGi:H, =:C8: ;DHI:GiCg iCI:GC6IiDC6A IG69:, B6N 7: HJEEDGI:9.  

+GiDGiIN LiAA 7: giK:C ID ;JC9iCg I=: ;DAADLiCg 6G:6H: 

- IBEA:B:CI6IiDC 68IiDCH ;D8JHiCg DC JEgG69iCg DG :HI67AiH=iCg C:L (D. AiCkH LiI= 6 

8DCHi9:G67A: EDGI iCK:HIB:CI 8DBEDC:CI; :HE:8i6AAN L=:C 8A:6GAN 9:BDCHIG6IiCg 

HNC:Ggi:H 7:IL::C (D. H:GKi8: 6C9 DI=:G IG6CHEDGI H:8IDGH, 6C9 8DCC:8IiCg I=: CDG: 

):ILDGk CDGGi9DGH.  

- A8IiDCH HJEEDGIiCg I=: 9:EADNB:CI D; 6AI:GC6IiK: 8A:6C ;J:AH iC;G6HIGJ8IJG: (')", 

B:I=6CDA 6C9 DI=:G) iC  0 8DG: 6C9 8DBEG:=:CHiK: EDGIH. 0H: D; H=DG:-Hi9: :A:8IGi8iIN 

6C9 :C:GgN :;;i8i:C8N B:6HJG:H, ;6AA JC9:G I=iH 86I:gDGN. *E:C ADDE H8GJ77:GH 6G: CDI 

:Aigi7A:. 

- A8IiDCH HJEEDGIiCg I=: 9:K:ADEB:CI D; G:8:EIiDC ;68iAiIi:H ;DG DiA 6C9 DI=:G L6HI:, 

iC8AJ9iCg G:Hi9J:H ;GDB H8GJ77:GH, DC-7D6G9 L6HI: iC8iC:G6IDGH 6C9 L6HI: L6I:G 

IG:6IB:CI HNHI:BH =6KiCg CD G:K:GH: :CKiGDCB:CI6A iBE68IH.  

/=G:: INE:H D; 68IiDCH B6N 7: EGDBDI:9 ;DG I=: EJGEDH: D; I=: (DIDGL6N D; I=: .:6: 

1)� .IJ9i:H 8DCIGi7JIiCg ID I=: EGDBDIiDC 6C9 9:K:ADEB:CI D; I=: 8DC8:EI 6I 6 G:giDC6A DG 

 JGDE:6C A:K:A. /=:N B6N 6AHD 8DCIGi7JI: ID ;JGI=:G EDAi8N 9:K:ADEB:CIH iC I=: ;i:A9. 

+G:;:G:C8: LiAA 7: giK:C ID B6IJG: HIJ9i:H, A:69iCg ID 8DC8G:I: G:HJAIH HJ8= 6H 

I:8=Ci86A 9:HigC D; iC;G6HIGJ8IJG:, =JB6C :A:B:CI 6HE:8IH iC B6GiIiB: IG6CHEDGI, 

EG:E6G6IiDC D; IC/ 6EEAi86IiDCH, 7:II:G H:8JGiIN B:6HJG:H :I8. F:6Hi7iAiIN HIJ9i:H DG 

B6Gk:I HIJ9i:H 6G: CDI :Aigi7A: ;DG ;JC9iCg.  

2)� .IJ9i:H LiI= EiADI 68IiKiIi:H 8DCHi9:G:9 6H EGDj:8IH I:HIiCg DG 9:EADNiCg C:L 

I:8=CDADgi86A HDAJIiDCH iC G:6A DE:G6IiDC6A 8DC9iIiDCH. A8IiDCH D; I=iH INE: B6N 699G:HH 

6 Li9: HE:8IGJB D; C::9H iC B6GiIiB: H:8IDG iC8AJ9iCg 6AI:GC6IiK: ;J:AH 6C9 C:L 

:BiHHiDC 676I:B:CI I:8=CDADgi:H, EiADI EGDj:8IH E:GBiIIiCg ID iC8G:6H: I=: iB6g: 6C9 

FJ6AiIN D; H=iEEiCg 6H L:AA 6H iCIGD9J8iCg KD86IiDC6A IG6iCiCg ;DG I=: EJGEDH: D; C:L 

I:8=CDADgi:H iC B6GiIiB: IG6CHEDGI.  

3)� (D. LDGkH 8DCHi9:G:9 :iI=:G 6H Li9:G 7:C:;iI iBEA:B:CI6IiDC B:6HJG:H (:.g. 

8DCHIGJ8IiDC D; ')" 7JCk:GiCg iC;G6HIGJ8IJG: ;DG H=iEH H:GKiCg 6 gGDJE D; EDGIH, 

8DDG9iC6I:9 :C=6C8:B:CI D; B6GiIiB: H:8JGiIN DG H6;:IN HNHI:BH iC H:K:G6A 8DJCIGi:H) 

6I G:giDC6A DG  0 A:K:A, DG 6H iBEA:B:CI6IiDC B:6HJG:H ;DG I=: EJGEDH: D; JEgG69iCg 

6C :MiHIiCg DG H:IIiCg JE 6 C:L B6GiIiB: AiCk LiI= 6 EDHHi7iAiIN D; iIH ;JGI=:G 

iCI:GBD96A :MI:CHiDC i.:. iCI:gG6IiDC LiI= DI=:G BD9:H D; IG6CHEDGI DC I=: / )-/ 

C:ILDGk. A (D. B6GiIiB: AiCk 76H:9 68IiDCH B6N 6AHD iC8AJ9: AiCkH 7:IL::C EDGIH 6C9 

I=: 8DG: C:ILDGk DG DI=:G C6IiDC6A HIG:I8=:H D; I=: 8DG: C:ILDGk. /=: Li9:G 7:C:;iI 

68IiDCH B6N iC8AJ9:, 7JI CDI AiBiI:9 ID, 6 gGDJE D;  0 EDGIH, iC;G6HIGJ8IJG: B6C6g:GH, 

H=iEDLC:GH DG 8DCHDGIi6 7GiCgiCg IDg:I=:G 9i;;:G:CI B6GiIiB: :CIiIi:H. /=: EGDEDH:9 

A8IiDCH G:A6I:9 ID I=: JEgG69: DG :HI67AiH=B:CI D; 6 B6GiIiB: AiCk, BJHI iCKDAK: 6I 

A:6HI ILD  0 EDGIH (ILD 8DG: EDGIH DG DC: 8DG: 6C9 DC: 8DBEG:=:CHiK:), L=i8= iH 

9:BDCHIG6I:9 7N 6EEGDEGi6I: EDGI iCK:HIB:CIH, 6C9 6 B6GiIiB: DE:G6IDG. /=: 
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iCKDAK:B:CI D; I=: DE:G6IDG B6N 7: 9iG:8I 6H 6 7:C:;i8i6GN DG iC9iG:8I 6H 6C 6HHD8i6I:9 

:CIiIN E6GIi8iE6IiCg iC 6 EGDj:8I LiI=DJI G:8:iKiCg 6 gG6CI.  

/=: :Aigi7A: 8DHIH D; JEgG69iCg (D. AiCkH B6N iCKDAK: 8DHIH 7DGC: 7N H=iEDLC:GH iC DG9:G ID 

8DBEAN LiI= I=: EGDKiHiDCH D; I=: (A-+*' CDCK:CIiDC'H ACC:M 1I 6C9 .JAE=JG  BiHHiDC 

CDCIGDA AG:6 G:FJiG:B:CIH, DG 8DHIH 8DCIGi7JIiCg ID 7:II:G :CKiGDCB:CI6A E:G;DGB6C8: D; 6 

B6GiIiB: H:GKi8:, iC8AJ9iCg iCHI6AA6IiDCH G:A6I:9 ID DC- H=DG: EDL:G HJEEAN DG G:9J8IiDC D; 

C*2 :BiHHiDCH. /=:H: kiC9H D; 68IiDCH H=DJA9 7: EGDBDI:9 7N H=iEDLC:GH DE:G6IiCg DC 6 

E6GIi8JA6G B6GiIiB: AiCk IDg:I=:G LiI= I=:  0 EDGIH I=: AiCk G:A6I:H ID. 0EgG69:H DC K:HH:AH 6G: 

AiBiI:9 ID I=: 699iIiDC6A :;;DGIH ;DG :CKiGDCB:CI6A EJGEDH:H 6C9 86CCDI 8DK:G I=: ;JAA 8DHIH D; 

68FJiGiCg DG 8DCHIGJ8IiCg 6 K:HH:A. +GDj:8IH EJG:AN iCKDAKiCg I=: G:IGD;iIIiCg D; A6Gg: ;A::IH D; 

K:HH:AH JC9:G DC: EGDEDH6A DG 6C 6ggG:g6I:9 CJB7:G D; EGDEDH6AH 6C9 CDC-G:A6I:9 ID I=: 

HE:8i;i8 B6GiIiB: AiCkH JEgG69: 6G: CDI HJEEDGI:9. FDG :BiHHiDC 676I:B:CI I:8=CDADgi:H 

iCHI6AA6IiDCH, 6I A:6HI =N7Gi9 I:8=CDADgN HDAJIiDCH LiAA 7: 69BiII:9 6C9 I=:N 86CCDI 8G:6I: 

69K:GH: :CKiGDCB:CI6A :;;:8IH, iC E6GIi8JA6G A:69iCg ID 8=6CgiCg I=: +# K6AJ: D; I=: B6GiC: 

:CKiGDCB:CI.  

.=DJA9 I=: JEgG69: D; I=: :MiHIiCg AiCk DG :HI67AiH=B:CI D; 6 C:L (D. H:GKi8: CDI 7: 

iBEA:B:CI:9 7N I=: :C9 D; 6 8D-;JC9:9 EGDj:8I, I=:  JGDE:6C CDBBiHHiDC G:H:GK:H 6 Gig=I ID 

G:9J8: DG G:8DK:G E6GI D; I=: gG6CI 688DG9iCgAN. 

-:FJ:HIH ;DG 8D-;JC9iCg HJE:GHIGJ8IJG: LiAA 7: 69BiHHi7A: DCAN LiI=iC I=: LDGkH DG HIJ9N LiI= 

EiADI 68IiKiIi:H DE:C ID 6CN JH:G DC 6 CDC-9iH8GiBiC6IDGN 76HiH, EGDKi9:9 I=6I I=: EGDEDH:9 

iI:BH 86C 7: 8DCHi9:G:9 6H EGDEDGIiDC6A 6C8iAA6GN iC;G6HIGJ8IJG: C:8:HH6GN ;DG iBEA:B:CI6IiDC 

D; 6 E6GIi8JA6G 68IiDC 6C9/DG G:A6I:9 ID iC8G:6H: D; :;;i8i:C8N DG :CKiGDCB:CI6A E:G;DGB6C8: D; 

(D. H:GKi8:H. /=: HJE:GHIGJ8IJG:, iC8AJ9iCg H=iEH, LiAA 7: G:FJiG:9 ID H:GK: I=: 8D-;JC9:9 

68IiDCH LiI=iC I=:  0 6G:6 ;DG 6I A:6HI 5 N:6GH 6;I:G I=: EGDj:8I :C9 96I:.  

FDG A6Gg: BJAIi-7:C:;i8i6GN 68IiDCH, EGDj:8I EGDEDC:CIH H=DJA9 :MEADiI I=: EDHHi7iAiIN D; 

:HI67AiH=iCg  JGDE:6C  8DCDBi8 ICI:G:HI "GDJEiCg (  I") ;DG I=: EJGEDH: D; EGDj:8I 

iBEA:B:CI6IiDCH iC AiC: LiI= CDJC8iA -:gJA6IiDC (  C) )P 2137/85 D; 25 %JAN 1985. 
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CALL FOR PROPOSALS CONCERNING PROJECTS OF COMMON INTEREST UNDER THE CONNECTING 
EUROPE FACILITY IN THE FIELD OF TRANS-EUROPEAN TRANSPORT NETWORK 

MULTI-ANNUAL WORK PROGRAMME 2014-2020 
CEF – TRANSPORT – 2015 – GENERAL ENVELOPE 

ON THE BASIS OF COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING DECISION C(2015) 7358 OF 30 OCTOBER 2015 –  
ANNEX I 

 
European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) 

New Technologies and Innovation 
Safe and Secure Infrastructure 
Single European Sky – SESAR 

River Information Services (RIS) 
Intelligent Transport Services for Road (ITS) 

Motorways of the Sea (MoS) 
Transport infrastructure in nodes of the Core Network 

Multimodal logistics platforms 
 
 

1. SUBJECT 
In the context of the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)1 and on the basis of the multi-annual work 
programme set out in Annex I of Commission Implementing Decision C(2015) 73582 a call for 
proposals is launched to allocate funding from the general envelope of the CEF. 
This call for proposals is launched under the following Funding Objectives of the CEF 
Regulation: 

                                                            
1  Regulation (EU) No 1316/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 2013 establishing 

the Connecting Europe Facility, amending Regulation (EU) No 913/2010 and repealing Regulations (EC) No 
680/2007 and (EC) No 67/2010, OJ L 348 of 20.12.2013, p.129. 

2  Commission Implementing Decision C(2015) 7358 of 30 October 2015 amending Commission Implementing 
Decision C(2014) 1921 as amended by Decision C(2015)2192 establishing a Multi-Annual Work Programme 
2014 for financial assistance in the field of Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) - Transport sector for the period 
2014-2020. 



 
 

- 2 - 

• Funding Objective 1: bridging missing links, removing bottlenecks, enhancing rail 
interoperability, and, in particular, improving cross-border sections;  

• Funding Objective 2: ensuring sustainable and efficient transport systems in the long 
run, with a view to preparing for expected future transport flows, as well as enabling 
all modes of transport to be decarbonised through transition to innovative low-carbon 
and energy-efficient transport technologies, while optimising safety; and 

• Funding Objective 3: optimising the integration and interconnection of transport 
modes and enhancing the interoperability of transport services, while ensuring the 
accessibility of transport infrastructures. 

 
2. PRIORITIES 
Each Funding Objective addresses a number of priorities, as described in sections 3.1.4 to 3.3 of 
the multi-annual work programme, falling within one of the Funding Objectives of the CEF 
Regulation described above:  
Funding Objective 1: 

• European Rail Traffic Management Systems (ERTMS). 
Funding Objective 2: 

• Deployment of new technologies and innovation in all transport modes, with a focus on 
decarbonisation, safety and innovative technologies for the promotion of sustainability, 
operation, management, accessibility, multimodality and efficiency of the network; and 

• Safe and secure infrastructure, including safe and secure parking on the road core network. 
Funding Objective 3:  

• Single European Sky – SESAR; 

• River Information Services (RIS); 

• Intelligent Transport Services for Road (ITS); 

• Motorways of the Sea (MoS); 

• Actions implementing transport infrastructure in nodes of the Core Network, including 
urban nodes; and 

• Connections to and development of multimodal logistics platforms. 
Type of Actions 
A proposal submitted under this call must address either works or studies, within the meaning of 
Article 2(5) and (6) of the CEF Regulation. Proposals may combine studies and works as long as 
the respective activities and related budget are clearly defined and separated.  
The type(s) of actions to be funded are further specified in the description of each specific priority 
in sections 3.1.4 to 3.3 of the multi-annual work programme.   
 
In accordance with Article 2(6) of the CEF Regulation, studies may include pilot activities that 
will serve at least one of the following objectives:  
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- to develop, improve or adapt a new technology or an innovative solution and implement it 
in order to test its feasibility and suitability as well as its added value before deploying it 
on a larger scale; 

- to deploy an existing technology, infrastructure or service (i.e. already in use elsewhere 
but new to a particular sector, system or geographical area) in order to gain experience 
and/or create market conditions for deployment on a larger scale. 

The pilot activities of a study may include the deployment of a certain type of infrastructure or 
technology but on a limited scale and at a reasonable price and with the objective of testing and 
validating the viability of the innovative actions proposed for future scale up and roll out. Pilot 
activities of a study should be of an experimental nature and designed to test the feasibility of an 
innovative action and its usefulness for future large scale implementation. They should not be 
associated with research activities that are not covered by this call. 
Where a proposed Action under the priority 'New technologies and innovation' entails financial 
support to third parties, these are subject to additional requirements pursuant to Article 137 of the 
Financial Regulation3, namely the funding scheme must be the primary objective of the proposed 
Action. In addition, applicants will be requested in the application form to describe the maximum 
amount to be granted to each third party, the criteria for determining it, the award procedure as 
well as how the principles of transparency and equal treatment and the provisions of Article 9 of 
the CEF Regulation will be ensured. 

Cross-cutting priorities 
Where applicable as part of a broader project of common interest, proposed Actions may include 
activities for the adaptation of TEN-T infrastructure to ensure the continuity of bicycle 
infrastructure for long-distance cycling paths such as the EuroVelo routes. These activities may 
include relevant adaptation of traffic signaling systems or the addition of infrastructure dedicated 
to cyclists and pedestrians, such as tunnels, bypasses, bridges, aerial cycling and walkways and 
protected cycling paths. They may cover activities extending along TEN-T routes or at crossings 
between TEN-T routes and long-distance cycling paths. 
In combination with other works activities, in particular for railway stations and transport chains, 
e.g. accessible multi-modal terminals, the scope of the proposed Actions may include activities for 
improved accessibility to transport infrastructure for persons with disabilities and persons with 
reduced mobility according to Article 10 (2)(b)(v) of the CEF Regulation 1316/2013. However, 
the costs of these activities may not exceed in any case 10 % of the total eligible cost of works of 
the proposed Action. 
Increasing the opportunities for private investment to support TEN-T projects is an overarching 
objective of CEF Transport programme. Applicants are reminded to take due account of 
possibilities to increase the use of private finance, e.g. project bonds or public-private partnerships 
(PPPs). This should be demonstrated in the application.  
Proposals for technical, financial and legal studies to develop a PPP or other project finance 
model designed to attract private finance, should seek to: 

• define value for money of the PPP procurement versus traditional procurement through a 
full life cycle assessment; 

                                                            
3  Regulation (EU, Euratom) No 966/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2012 on the 

financial rules applicable to the general budget of the Union and repealing Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) 
No 1605/2002. 
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• assess which risks are most appropriate for transfer to the private sector, with particular 
attention to financing risks; 

• analyse options for both bank and capital markets financing, including in particular the use 
of EU financial instruments, especially in the case of projects with weak financial 
viability; 

• identify any replicability and standardisation of elements particularly in the procurement 
procedures and documentation e.g. forms of public-private contract, that could support the 
development of a 'PPP project pipeline' within an overall investment plan. 

Proposals for studies involving PPP project preparations and proposals for works in the context of 
a PPP procurement procedure should be submitted under the priority that is most relevant to the 
content and nature of the underlying TEN-T investment(s). 
 
3. RESULTS EXPECTED FROM THE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
The results expected under this call are defined in Section 5 of the multi-annual work programme. 
The implementation of the 2014-2020 multi-annual work programme aims at contributing to the 
realisation of the transport core network by 2030, thereby further enhancing the effectiveness and 
visibility of the trans-European transport network, while promoting growth and job creation, in 
line with Europe 2020 Strategy. It is expected that the granting of support on the basis of this 
programme will contribute to the timely and efficient development of a number of Core Network 
Corridors in their entirety or in significant parts, will support the realisation of a robust and 
resource efficient European transport system and will contribute to addressing climate change.  
The actions which will be completed with financial assistance allocated under this call will 
directly contribute to the achievement of important transport policy objectives, such as: the 
establishment of major interoperable transport axes interconnecting national networks and 
facilitating the functioning of the internal market; the optimal use of existing infrastructure 
capacities; improving the safety and reliability of the network; enhancing accessibility of 
peripheral areas of the EU; facilitating congestion relief on rail infrastructure and more balanced 
modal distribution; and savings in terms of the environmental effects of transport, in particular 
contributing to addressing climate change. 
Granting of financial assistance to these actions should help to reach important milestones 
marking the way towards the completion of the trans-European transport network, as approved by 
the European Parliament and the Council. EU funding should help to mobilise as much public and 
private financing as needed to meet the challenging timetables. 
 
4. BUDGET 
The indicative amount to be allocated on the basis of this call for proposals to projects of common 
interest in these specified areas is €1,090 million: 
Funding Objective 1: €200 million 

• €200,000,000 for European Rail Traffic Management Systems (ERTMS); 
 

Funding Objective 2: €75 million 
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• €60,000,000 for Deployment of new technologies and innovation in all transport modes, 
with a focus on decarbonisation, safety and innovative technologies for the promotion of 
sustainability, operation, management, accessibility, multimodality and efficiency of the 
network; 
 

• €15,000,000 for Safe and secure infrastructure, including safe and secure parking on the 
road core network; 
 

Funding Objective 3: €815 million 
 

• €515,000,000 for Single European Sky – SESAR; 
 

• €10,000,000 for River Information Services (RIS); 
 

• €70,000,000 for Intelligent Transport Services for Road (ITS); 
 

• €130,000,000 for Motorways of the Sea (MoS); 
 

• €50,000,000 for Actions implementing transport infrastructure in nodes of the Core 
Network, including urban nodes; and 
 

• €40,000,000 for Connections to and development of multimodal logistics platforms. 
Budget transfers to and from other priorities within the same funding objective under the multi-
annual work programme are permitted. 
 
5. TIMETABLE 

Date of publication of call for proposals 5 November 2015 
Deadline for the submission of proposals 16 February 2016 (17:00 Brussels 

time) 
 

Deadline for the submission of translations (if 
applicable) 

23 February 2016 

Evaluation of proposals February-May 2016 (indicative) 
 

Consultation of CEF Coordination 
Committee; information of European 
Parliament 

June 2016 (indicative) 
 

Adoption of Selection Decision July 2016 (indicative) 

Signature of individual grant Agreements As of September 2016 (indicative) 
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6. ADMISSIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
A proposal will not be evaluated if at least one of the following situations occurs:  

• It is not submitted electronically in the TENtec Information System eSubmission module. 

• It is not submitted by the deadline for submission of proposals (see sections 5 ' Timetable' 
and 13.2. 'Submission of proposals').  

• The proposal is incomplete, i.e. any part of the application form (A, B, C or D) is missing.  

• The proposal is not duly signed by the applicant(s).  
In this respect, proposals or part(s) of proposals submitted by email or in hard copy shall not be 
admissible. 
 
7. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 
7.1 Eligible applicants 
Pursuant to Article 9 of the CEF Regulation, only those proposals submitted by one of the 
following types of applicants are eligible: 

• One or more Member States; 

• With the agreement of the Member States concerned, international organisations, joint 
undertakings, or public or private undertakings or bodies established in Member States. 

Proposals may be submitted by entities which do not have legal personality under the applicable 
national law, provided that their representatives have the capacity to undertake legal obligations 
on their behalf and offer guarantee for the protection of the Union's financial interests equivalent 
to that offered by legal persons. 
Proposals submitted by natural persons are not eligible. 
Third countries and entities established in third countries may participate in actions contributing to 
projects of common interest where necessary in order to achieve the objectives of a given project 
of common interest. They may not receive financial assistance except where it is indispensable to 
the achievement of the objectives of a given project of common interest. 
In such cases and pursuant to Article 8(1) of the TEN-T Guidelines4, applications may be 
presented by neighbouring countries or entities established in neighbouring countries, with the 
agreement of a Member State. 

Any applicant that cannot provide the agreement of the Member State concerned shall not be 
eligible. 
Proposals submitted to this call for proposals under the priority "Motorways of the Sea" must 
include applicants from (and be supported by) a minimum of two different Member States. 
For multi-applicant proposals a coordinator must be designated.  
Applicants may designate affiliated entities within the meaning of Article 122(2)(b) of the 
Financial Regulation, for the purpose of supporting the implementation of the action submitted for 
                                                            
4  Regulation (EU) No 1315/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 2013 on Union 

guidelines for the development of the trans-European transport network and repealing Decision No 661/2010/EU, 
OJ L 348 of 20.12.2013, p.1. 
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funding. Such affiliated entities shall comply with the eligibility criteria for applicants as specified 
in Section 7.1 of the multi-annual work programme. 
Exclusion criteria 
In line with Article 106 of the Financial Regulation and Article 141 of the Rules of Application5, 
applicants will be excluded from participating in the call for proposals procedure if they are in any 
of the following situations: 

i. they are bankrupt or being wound up, are having their affairs administered by the courts, 
have entered into an arrangement with creditors, have suspended business activities, are 
the subject of proceedings concerning those matters, or are in any analogous situation 
arising from a similar procedure provided for in national legislation or regulations; 

ii. they or persons having powers of representation, decision-making or control over them 
have been convicted of an offence concerning their professional conduct by a judgment of 
a competent authority of a Member State which has the force of res judicata; 

iii. they have been guilty of grave professional misconduct proven by any means which the 
contracting authority can justify including by decisions of the EIB and international 
organisations; 

iv. they are not in compliance with their obligations relating to the payment of social security 
contributions or the payment of taxes in accordance with the legal provisions of the 
country in which they are established or with those of the country of the contracting 
authority or those of the country where the contract is to be performed; 

v. they or persons having powers of representation, decision-making or control over them 
have been the subject of a judgment which has the force of res judicata for fraud, 
corruption, involvement in a criminal organisation, money laundering or any other illegal 
activity, where such illegal activity is detrimental to the Union’s financial interests; 

vi. they are subject to a financial or administrative penalty referred to in Article 109(1) of the 
Financial Regulation. 

The cases referred to in point (v) above cover: 
1)  cases of fraud as referred to in Article 1 of the Convention on the protection of the EU 

financial interests established by the Council Act of 26 July 1995; 
2)  cases of corruption as referred to in Article 3 of the Convention on the fight against 

corruption involving officials of the European Union or officials of Member States of the 
European Union, established by the Council Act of 26 May 1997; 

3)  cases of participation in a criminal organisation, as defined in Article 2(1) of Joint Action 
98/733/JHA of the Council; 

4)  cases of money laundering as defined in Article 1 of Council Directive 91/308/EEC. 
Applicants will not be granted financial assistance if, in the course of the grant award procedure: 

i. they are subject to a conflict of interests; 
ii. they are guilty of misrepresenting the information required by the contracting authority as 

a condition of participation in the grant award procedure or have failed to supply that 
information; 

                                                            
5  Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 1268/2012 of 29 October 2012, OJ L 362, 31.12.2012, p. 1. 
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iii. find themselves in one of the situations of exclusion, referred to above. 
The same exclusion criteria apply to affiliated entities. Applicants and their affiliated entities must 
certify that they are not in one of the situations listed above. 
7.2 Eligible actions  
Only actions which can be identified as projects of common interest as defined in Article 7 of the 
TEN-T Guidelines and which address projects or horizontal priorities listed in Part I of Annex I of 
the CEF Regulation are eligible under this call. For priorities 'Actions implementing transport 
infrastructure in nodes of the Core Network, including urban nodes' and 'Connections to and 
development of multimodal logistics platforms', this requirement should be read in conjunction 
with Annex II of the TEN-T Guidelines. 
Cost Benefit/Cost Effectiveness Analysis 
Pursuant to Article 10 of the CEF Regulation, and in view of assessing the economic and financial 
viability of the proposed projects, all proposals for works or including both studies and works 
must be accompanied by a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) proposing the co-funding rate requested 
for the project, while taking into account the maximum funding rates stipulated in the CEF 
Regulation. Member States are asked to confirm in the application form that a methodology 
recognised in the respective national context has been used. It is strongly recommended that the 
Cohesion Policy CBA methodology for Major Projects6 be used for the CBA. A proposed Action 
which concerns a part or a section of a larger project of common interest may be covered by a 
socio-economic CBA, which includes a financial analysis, for this larger project of common 
interest.  
For projects generating net revenue, the CBA must be accompanied by a calculation of the 
"funding gap", i.e. the share of the project's costs that is not covered by net revenue.  
For proposals submitted under priorities "European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS)" 
and "Single European Sky – SESAR - Common Projects category", all project proposals for 
'works' or proposals including both 'studies' and 'works' must be accompanied by a cost-
effectiveness analysis only, instead of a CBA.  
For proposals submitted under priorities "River Information Services" and "Intelligent Transport 
Services for Road", all project proposals for 'works' or proposals including both 'studies' and 
'works' that address implementation of standards laid down in the existing EU legislation must be 
accompanied either by a CBA or by a cost-effectiveness analysis. Where such proposals address 
areas not covered by the existing EU standards, they must be accompanied by a cost-benefit 
analysis (CBA). 
Pursuant to Article 22(3) of the CEF Regulation, with a view to monitoring the achievement of 
climate-change objectives, selected proposals subject to CBA may be designated on the basis of a 
sampling method to perform an ex-post climate change impact assessment of the proposed Action. 
For this purpose, applications for works should include an estimate of the costs of such climate 
change impact assessment. These costs will be considered as studies and will benefit from a co-
funding rate of 50%. The payment of the balance after the completion of the action will be 
conditional upon the submission of the completed climate change impact assessment. 
Cross border sections 

                                                            
6  http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/studies/pdf/cba_guide.pdf 

http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/studies/pdf/cba_guide.pdf
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Transport-related actions involving a cross-border section or a part of such a section shall be 
eligible to receive EU financial assistance only if there is a written agreement between the 
Member States concerned or between the Member States and third countries7 concerned relating 
to the completion of the cross-border section.  
Twinned proposals 
If a multi-applicant proposal concerns an action for which some parts are entitled to funding under 
the Cohesion Fund envelope and other parts under the general CEF Transport envelope, the 
application must be split and each part submitted separately under either the Cohesion call or the 
general CEF call (as appropriate). The application numbers/title of the proposed Actions must be 
cross-referenced in order to allow clear identification of the two parts in the appropriate part of the 
application form. Complementary applications will be evaluated jointly to appreciate their 
common EU added value. 
 

8. SELECTION CRITERIA 
The selection criteria are detailed in section 8 of the multi-annual work programme. 
The operational and financial capacity of applicants and designated affiliated entities will be 
assessed as specified below. 
The requirement for applicants to demonstrate their operational and financial capacity does not 
apply to applicants which are a Member State, a third country, a public sector body established in 
a Member State (e.g. a regional or local authority, a body governed by public law or an 
association formed by one or several such authorities or one or several such bodies governed by 
public law8), an international organisation9 or a European Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG)10 
which is 100% owned by public body(ies). 
The requirement to demonstrate operational and financial capacity also applies to affiliated 
entities only where, according to the proposal, the affiliated entity(ies) will be the only one(s) 
implementing the proposed Action. 
 

8.1 Financial capacity 
Applicants must have stable and sufficient sources of funding to maintain their activity throughout 
the period during which the proposed Action is being carried out and to participate in its funding.  
Applicants shall provide their financial statements certified by an external auditor for the last 
financial year for which the accounts have been closed. If an applicant has been operating for less 
than one year, the financial statements may be replaced by a letter of support obtained from a third 

                                                            
 

8  In particular Joint Undertaking in line with eligibility criteria established under Article 187 of the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union (ex Article 171 TCE)) 

9  According to article 43 (2) of the Rules of Application, international organisations are: 
(a) international public sector organisations set up by intergovernmental agreements, and specialised agencies set 
up by such organisations;  
(b) the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC);  
(c) the International Federation of National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies; 
(d) other non-profit organisations assimilated to international organisations by a Commission decision. 

10  Established in line with Council Regulation (EEC)° No 2137/85 of 25 July 1985 
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party (for example, the applicant's parent company) or by another applicant of the proposed 
Action. These documents must be attached to the application. 
8.2 Operational capacity 
Applicants must have the operational and technical competencies and capacities required to 
complete the proposed Action for which the grant is awarded. They must provide appropriate 
documents attesting to that capacity (e.g. organisations' activity report, proof of the experience in 
carrying out infrastructure projects).  
Information submitted by applicants who benefited from TEN-T support as from 2004 or CEF 
support as from 2014 may be taken into account in the evaluation of these applicants' operational 
capacity. 
 
9. AWARD CRITERIA 
Only admissible proposals compliant with the eligibility criteria will be evaluated against the 
award criteria.  
The award criteria are specified in Section 9 of the multi-annual work programme. For the 
purpose of the evaluation, these criteria will be grouped in the following four blocks and specified 
as follows: 

• Relevance. This refers to the contribution of the proposed Action to the TEN-T priorities 
as laid out in the TEN-T Guidelines, the funding priorities as laid down in the CEF 
Regulation and specific priorities and objectives described in the work programme and 
addressed by the call for proposals. In particular, under relevance, the EU added value of 
the proposed Action will be considered in light of the definition included in Article 3(d) of 
the TEN-T Guidelines. In that respect, the highest EU added value is demonstrated when 
remedying major missing cross-border projects and improving major bottlenecks and other 
cross-border sections11. Where applicable, multimodal integration and interoperability will 
also be considered as part of the relevance of a proposed Action.  

• Maturity. This refers to the state of preparation of the proposed Action and the readiness to 
start the implementation of the proposed activities. This will be determined by the degree 
of completion of preparatory steps and conditions required for the start of the proposed 
Action. Proposed Actions that have received political commitments, completed a number 
of administrative procedures and committed financial resources, as well as proposed 
Actions which involve the final steps of implementation, can be considered as 
demonstrating strong maturity. Maturity will also be evidenced by low uncertainty/risks 
about the start of the Action. Proposed Actions should be ready to start, at the latest, within 
eighteen months after the closure of the call. For proposals addressing innovation and new 
technologies, the readiness of the technology for deployment will also be considered under 
this criterion. 

• Impact. This refers to the expected effect of the EU financial support on a financial 
viability of an economically and socially desirable investment. An assessment will be 
made of the impact of the financing plan to drive the most efficient use of EU financial 
support, in particular in the mobilisation of additional private funding. Moreover, on the 

                                                            
11  See also Communication from the Commission "Building the Transport Core Network: Core Network Corridors 

and Connecting Europe Facility", COM(2013)940 final, 07.01.2014. 
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basis of the socio-economic CBA to be provided for proposed Actions concerning works 
and/or other related information provided in the application form, the impact of the 
proposed Action will be assessed in terms of positive socio-economic effects (at local, 
regional and national level), climate and environmental aspects, improvement of 
accessibility, etc., as applicable. For studies, the use of the study as a decision-making tool 
and its impact in terms of policy-making and best practices will also be assessed under this 
criterion. For proposals addressing innovation and new technologies, the innovative 
processes to improve the business-model and the business-client relationship will also be 
considered under this criterion. Moreover, where pilot deployment is part of a proposal, 
efforts regarding reaching commercial viability and roll-out onto at least part of the TEN-T 
network will be considered.  

• Quality. This refers to the soundness of the proposed Action. This will be determined by 
the coherence between the objectives of the proposed Action, the proposed activities, the 
planned resources, and the appropriateness of the project management processes. Under 
this criterion, the capacity for the Action to be completed in accordance with the proposed 
timeline, implementation plans and the technical specifications will be assessed. Other 
aspects related to the quality of the proposed Action include the soundness of control 
procedures, quality management and risk management during the implementation of the 
proposed Action; plans for monitoring, evaluation and internal/external audit of the 
proposed Action, and publicity regarding the financial support from the CEF. Additionally, 
the completeness and clarity of the information provided by the applicant(s) will also be 
taken into account during the assessment of this criterion. 

Relevant information for assessing the above blocks of award criteria must be clearly described in 
the application form.  
Each block of award criteria will be given a score between 0 and 5 points (with half-marks 
allowed). A proposal must obtain at least 3 points for each block of award criteria to be 
recommended for funding.  
When it is considered that a proposal is more relevant to a priority other than that under which it 
was submitted, the Commission services may propose to transfer the proposal to the priority in 
question. Such transfer is only carried out during the phase of evaluation of the proposals 
provided that: (i) the proposal is eligible under the conditions of the funding priority to which it is 
proposed to be transferred; and (ii) there is written agreement of the applicant(s). In such case, the 
funding conditions of the funding priority to which a proposal has been transferred shall apply. 
Such transfer shall not include any other modifications in the proposal. The transfer of a given 
proposal does not prejudge the results of its evaluation. 
 
10. FINAL SELECTION PROCESS 
During the final selection process, the Commission will in particular take into account the 
following aspects, as appropriate: 

• The contribution of the proposed Action to the balanced development of the network, 

• The complementarity of the proposed Action with other EU funded projects, in view of 
optimising the impact of investments already made in the region/country/global project, 

• The comparative EU added value (high, medium, low) of the proposed Action in relation 
to other proposed Actions, taking into account the respective Cost Benefit Analysis where 
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appropriate, 

• Any identified/identifiable risks of double-funding from other Union sources, 

• Potential synergies across the different CEF sectors and/or other EU Programmes, notably 
Horizon 2020, where particular consideration will be given to Actions involving the 
deployment of innovation and technology developed under the EU's research programmes, 

• Budgetary constraints. 
 

11. COMPLIANCE WITH EU LAW 
In accordance with Article 23 of the CEF Regulation, only actions in conformity with EU law and 
which are in line with the relevant EU policies, in particular, in the areas of competition, 
protection of the environment, state aid and public procurement, shall be financed. 
 

12. FINANCIAL PROVISIONS 
12.1 General principles 
12.1.1 Other sources of financing 
Pursuant to Article 129 of the Financial Regulation, no EU financial aid will be awarded to 
actions receiving funds from other sources of EU financing. Under no circumstances will the same 
costs be financed twice by the EU budget. 
In that respect, any proposed Action or part thereof that receive or have received EU funding 
under other EU Programmes (i.e. TEN-T, Marco Polo II, Cohesion Fund, FP7, Horizon 2020, 
ESIF, etc.) will not be funded under this call. 

12.1.2 Non-profit principle 
In accordance with Article 125 of the Financial Regulation, grants shall not have the purpose or 
effect of producing a profit within the framework of the proposed Action. Where a profit is made, 
the Commission shall be entitled to recover the percentage of the profit corresponding to the EU 
contribution to the eligible costs actually incurred by the beneficiary to carry out the proposed 
Action12. 

                                                            
12  In the meaning of Article 125 of the Financial Regulation, profit shall be defined as a surplus of the receipts over 

the eligible costs incurred by the beneficiary, when the request is made for payment of the balance. 
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12.1.3 Non-retroactivity 

Pursuant to Article 130 of the Financial Regulation, no grants may be awarded retrospectively for 
actions already completed. A grant may be awarded for an action which has already begun 
provided that the applicant(s) can demonstrate the need for starting the action prior to the 
signature of the grant agreement.  

12.2 Funding form 
Grants to be awarded further to this call for proposals will take the form of reimbursement of a 
specified proportion of the eligible costs actually incurred.  
12.2.1 Co-funding rates 

In line with Article 10(2) of the CEF Regulation, the EU financial assistance to be granted under 
this call for proposals cannot exceed the rates referred to in section 10.1 of the multi-annual work 
programme: 
(a) with regard to grants for studies, 50% of the eligible costs; 

(b) with regard to grants for works: 

(i) for inland transport, connections to and the development of multimodal logistics 
platforms including connections to inland and maritime ports and airports, as well as 
the development of ports: 20% of the eligible costs; 

(ii) for actions supporting new technologies and innovation for all modes of transport: 
20% of the eligible costs;  

(c) with regard to grants for telematic applications systems and services:  

(i) for land-based components of the ERTMS, of the SESAR system, of RIS and of 
VTMIS: 50% of the eligible costs;  

(ii) for land-based components of ITS for the road sector: 20% of the eligible costs; 

(iii) for on-board components of ERTMS: 50% of the eligible costs; 

 (iv) for on-board components of the SESAR system, of RIS, of VTMIS and of ITS for the 
road sector: 20% of the eligible costs, up to a combined ceiling of 5% of the budgetary 
resources referred to in point (a) of Article 5(1) of the CEF regulation;  

(v) for actions to support the development of motorways of the sea: 30% of the eligible 
costs;  

(vi) for secure parking on the road core network: 20% of the eligible costs. 

In line with Article 10(5) of the CEF Regulation, these co-funding rates may be increased by up to 
10 percentage points for actions with synergies between transport and at least one other sector 
covered by the CEF Regulation, which address the priorities of Article 4 of the CEF Regulation. 
The Commission reserves the right to award a grant of less than the amount requested by the 
applicant. 
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In order to ensure efficiency in EU funding interventions, applicants are strongly encouraged to 
submit applications for actions with a total requested EU contribution to the eligible costs of no 
less than €500,000 for studies and no less than €1,000,000 for works. Where possible, related 
actions should be grouped and submitted as one proposal. 
12.2.2 Eligible costs 

Eligible costs are costs actually incurred by the beneficiary of a grant which meet all the criteria 
laid down in Article 126(2) of the Financial Regulation. The same criteria apply to the costs 
incurred by affiliated entities and implementing bodies. 
Applicants should refer to points (3) to (8) of Article 8 of the CEF Regulation concerning the 
eligibility of costs. 
Costs will be eligible, at the earliest, from the date on which an application is submitted and, at the 
latest, to the date of completion of the Action, which must be 31 December 2020 at the latest. 
Indirect costs are not eligible. 
In line with the second subparagraph of Article 8(7) of the CEF Regulation and Article 126(3)(c) 
of the Financial Regulation, VAT paid by beneficiaries of grants awarded following this call for 
proposals is eligible except: 

• deductible VAT (VAT paid by the beneficiary for the implementation of taxed activities or 
exempt activities with right of deduction); 

• VAT paid for the implementation of activities engaged in as a public authority by the 
beneficiary where it is a Member State, regional or local government authority of a 
Member State or another body governed by public law of a Member State. Considering 
that beneficiaries that are public bodies of Member States are expected to carry out 
activities as public authorities (to exercise prerogatives of public powers), VAT paid by 
beneficiaries that are public bodies established in Member States is, in principle, ineligible. 

Detailed information on eligible and ineligible costs is included in the model grant agreement, 
which is available on the call website. 
12.2.3 Payment arrangements 

A first pre-financing payment corresponding to 40% of the first instalment of grant awarded as 
specified in the grant agreement will be transferred to the beneficiary within 30 days after the last 
party signs the grant agreement.  
Further pre-financing payments may be made upon request and in accordance with the financial 
needs of the Action. 
Requests for interim payments must be submitted at least every two years. 
The cumulative amount of all pre-financing and interim payments shall not exceed 80% of the 
maximum amount of the financial aid awarded. 
However, in those cases where the low complexity of the Action may require a simpler payment 
arrangement, the following payment arrangements may be provided for: a single pre-financing 
payment corresponding to 40% of the maximum grant amount awarded will be made within 30 
days after the last party signs the grant agreement. No interim payment may be made. 
In the event that the beneficiary's financial capacity is not satisfactory, the pre-financing 
payment(s) may be subject to the receipt of a financial guarantee for up to the same amount as the 
pre-financing payment to be made. 
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The financial guarantee, in euro, shall be provided by an approved bank or financial institution 
established in one of the EU Member States. When the beneficiary is established in a third 
country, INEA may agree that a bank or financial institution established in a third country may 
provide the guarantee if the bank or financial institution is considered to offer equivalent security 
and characteristics as those offered by a bank or financial institution established in a Member 
State. Amounts blocked in bank accounts will not be accepted as financial guarantees. 
The guarantee may be replaced by a joint or several guarantees provided by third parties or by a 
joint guarantee of the beneficiaries of an action that are parties to the same grant agreement. The 
guarantee will be released when the pre-financing is cleared against the interim payment, if 
applicable, and/or the balance of payment(s) made, in accordance with the conditions laid down in 
the grant agreement. 
The final amount of the grant to be awarded to the beneficiary is established after completion of 
the Action, upon approval of the request for payment including, where applicable, the supporting 
documents as described in the model grant agreement. 
For multi-beneficiary actions, a coordinator must be designated. The coordinator will be the 
contact point for INEA and will have, inter alia, the responsibility for receiving the payment(s) 
and coordinating the reporting exercise(s). It is strongly recommended that beneficiaries sign an 
internal cooperation agreement regarding their operation and coordination, including all internal 
aspects related to the management of the beneficiaries and the implementation of the proposed 
Action. Such internal cooperation agreements shall not undermine, under any circumstances, the 
terms and conditions of the model grant agreement. 
 
13. MODEL GRANT AGREEMENT 
Applicant(s) will be invited to sign the model grant agreement if a proposal is selected for 
funding. The basic model grant agreement is not negotiable and shall be signed in English. 
Submitting an application implies the acceptance of the terms and conditions of the model grant 
agreement, available on the call page. Applicants are invited to carefully read this document and 
its annexes before submitting an application. 
Grants for projects for the implementation of Common Projects of the priority "Single European 
Sky–SESAR" under Funding Objective 3, will be awarded through Specific Grant Agreements 
established under the SESAR Deployment Framework Partnership Agreement. The Deployment 
Manager13 is to act as coordinator in each of these projects. Applicants who are awarded a grant 
under this call and are not partners in the SESAR Deployment Framework Partnership will be 
required to join the SESAR Deployment Framework Partnership, as partners, by signing the 
Framework Partnership Agreement before being able to sign the Specific Grant Agreements 
covering their projects. 
 
14. PROCEDURE FOR SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS 
All practical information on this call for proposals and the evaluation process is detailed in the 
Guide for Applicants. It is available, together with the application forms, model grant agreement, 
the multi-annual work programme the CEF Regulation, the TEN-T Guidelines, and other relevant 
documents, on the call page, accessible via this link: 
                                                            
13 http://www.sesardeploymentmanager.eu/contact/ 

http://www.sesardeploymentmanager.eu/contact/
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https://ec.europa.eu/inea/connecting-europe-facility/cef-transport/apply-funding/2015-cef-
transport-calls-proposals 

Applicants are requested to carefully read all call-related documents, including the instructions 
given in the Guide for Applicants and other guidance documents and information, in particular the 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ).  
For proposals submitted for the implementation of Common Projects of the priority "Single 
European Sky–SESAR" under Funding Objective 3, applicants are required to coordinate their 
applications with the Deployment Manager. 
14.1 Application forms 
Proposals must be submitted using the application forms provided on the call page at the link 
above.  
Proposals must be signed by the applicant(s) or its duly authorized representative and must be 
perfectly legible so that there can be no doubt as to words and figures. 
The applicant(s) specified in the application form part A will automatically be considered as the 
beneficiary(ies) if the proposal is selected for funding. If applicants designate affiliated entities 
within the meaning of Article 122 of the Financial Regulation to support the implementation of 
the proposed Action, the information on these affiliated entities must be encoded in the 
application form Part A, and any relevant supporting documents must be provided.  
Applicants must indicate in application form part A to which priority their proposal is submitted. 
Proposals that include elements of more than one priority must be submitted in the priority to 
which their content has the highest comparative relevance. In this respect, it is the responsibility 
of the applicant(s) to assess which priority is better addressed by the nature of the proposal. 
14.2 Submission of proposals 
Applicants are strongly encouraged to submit their applications in the English language as the 
evaluation of proposals is entirely conducted in English. Applicants also have the possibility to 
submit their proposal in another EU official language together with an English translation14. The 
latter will be used for the evaluation.  
Proposals must be submitted electronically using the TENtec eSubmission module at the 
following link: https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/tentec/grant/esubmission/.  
The electronic submission of all parts of a proposal must be completed at the latest by Tuesday, 
16 February 2016 at 17:00 Brussels time (see also Section 7 "Admissibility requirements"). 
Application form part A is automatically generated by the eSubmission module. Application form 
parts B, C and D must be downloaded from the call page at the link above and duly filled in. Once 
final, these must be uploaded into the TENtec eSubmission module. The same applies to any 
annexes or supporting documents accompanying the proposal. Application form part D may not 
exceed 40 pages. 
Any parts of the application form that require signatures of applicants or relevant authorities must 
be scanned and uploaded into the TENtec eSubmission module. 

                                                            
14  The Commission will reimburse the translation costs resulting from the translation into English of a proposal 

submitted in response to this call, for a maximum amount of €1500 per proposal, provided that the translation was 
submitted before the specified deadline. Please see the Guide for Applicants for details on the reimbursement 
procedure. 

https://ec.europa.eu/inea/connecting-europe-facility/cef-transport/apply-funding/2015-cef-transport-calls-proposals
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/connecting-europe-facility/cef-transport/apply-funding/2015-cef-transport-calls-proposals
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/tentec/grant/esubmission/
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Applicants must be able to provide the original documents and send them to the 
Commission/Agency services upon request. 
 
15. COMMUNICATION ON THE CALL FOR PROPOSALS  
Further information or clarifications on this call for proposals will be published on the call page at 
the following link: https://ec.europa.eu/inea/connecting-europe-facility/cef-transport/apply-
funding/2015-cef-transport-calls-proposals.  

Applicants are invited to regularly consult this page and the INEA website/Twitter feed 
(@inea_eu) regularly until the deadline for submission of proposals. 
Any additional specific questions related to this call may be addressed to the call helpdesk: 
INEA-CEF-transport-calls@ec.europa.eu.  
The answers to submitted questions will be published in a FAQ list on the call page, to ensure 
equal treatment of all potential applicants. Questions related to the call should be submitted at 
least by 2 February 2016 to ensure sufficient time for the last update of the FAQs by 9 February 
2016. 
Questions which are specific to a particular proposal and where the answer would provide a 
comparative advantage to the applicant will not be answered.  
However, individual technical questions related to TENtec eSubmission module will be treated 
until the call deadline. 
 

16. PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA 
An applicant's reply to the grant application involves the recording and processing of personal 
data (such as name, address and CV), which will be processed pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 
45/2001 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by the 
Community institutions and bodies and on the free movement of such data. Unless indicated 
otherwise, applicant's replies to the questions in the application form and any personal data 
requested are required to assess an applicant's grant application in accordance with the 
specifications of the call for proposals and will be processed solely for that purpose by INEA as 
data controller for this purpose. An applicant may, upon request, have his/her personal data sent to 
him/her and rectify any inaccurate or incomplete particulars. Should an applicant have any queries 
concerning the processing of his/her personal data, please address them to the entity acting as data 
controller within INEA.  
The data subjects have the right of recourse at any time to INEA's Data Protection Officer (INEA-
DPO@ec.europa.eu) or in case of conflict with the Controller or data protection officer 
concerning the processing of his/her personal data, an applicant has the right to submit a 
complaint at any time directly to the European Data Protection Supervisor (www.edps.europa.eu). 
Details concerning the processing of an applicant's personal data are available in the privacy 
statement on the call page: https://ec.europa.eu/inea/connecting-europe-facility/cef-
transport/apply-funding/2015-cef-transport-calls-proposals. 

Personal data included in the application  (name, title. organisation, contact information) may be 
shared with the concerned Member States' representatives in the CEF Coordination Committee on 

https://ec.europa.eu/inea/connecting-europe-facility/cef-transport/apply-funding/2015-cef-transport-calls-proposals
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/connecting-europe-facility/cef-transport/apply-funding/2015-cef-transport-calls-proposals
mailto:INEA-CEF-transport-calls@ec.europa.eu
mailto:INEA-DPO@ec.europa.eu
mailto:INEA-DPO@ec.europa.eu
http://www.edps.europa.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/connecting-europe-facility/cef-transport/apply-funding/2015-cef-transport-calls-proposals
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/connecting-europe-facility/cef-transport/apply-funding/2015-cef-transport-calls-proposals
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a need to know basis in view of their role in the approval of proposals selected for funding as well 
as responsibilities under the CEF Regulation. 
An applicant's personal data (name, given name if natural person, address, legal form, registration 
number and name and given name of the persons with powers of representation, decision-making 
or control, if legal person) may be registered in the Early Warning System (EWS) only or both in 
the EWS and Central Exclusion Database (CED) by the Accounting Officer of the Commission, 
should the applicant be in one of the situations mentioned in:  

• Commission Decision 2014/792/EU of 13 November 2014 on the Early Warning System 
to be used by the authorising officers of the Commission and by the executive agencies 
(OJ 2014 L 329 of 14 November, p.68) (for more information see 
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/explained/management/protecting/protect_en.cfm#SAP), or  

• the Commission Regulation 2008/1302 of 17.12.2008 on the Central Exclusion Database 
(OJ L 344, 20.12.2008, p. 12) (for more information see the Privacy Statement on 
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/library/sound_fin_mgt/privacy_statement_ced_en.pdf.  

Applicants are informed that, to ensure that the EU’s financial interests are protected, their 
personal data may be communicated to internal audit services, the European Commission, the 
European Court of Auditors, the body specialising in financial irregularities (Financial 
Irregularities Panel) or the European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF).  
The data of applicants in any of the situations referred to in Articles 106(1), 107 and 109(2)(a) of 
the Financial Regulation may be included in a central exclusion database and communicated to 
designated persons in the Commission, the other institutions, agencies, authorities and bodies 
referred to in Article 108(1) and (2) of the Financial Regulation. This also applies to those with 
powers of representation, decision-making power or powers of control in respect of such 
applicants. Following a request to the Commission’s Accounting Officer, anyone registered in the 
database is entitled to be informed of the data recorded about them.  
 

17. IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS  
Please refer to all of the following documents, which are available on the call page: 

• Multi-annual work programme (Commission Implementing Decision C(2015) 7358 of 30 
October 2015 – Annex I) 

• CEF Regulation  

• TEN-T Guidelines 

• Application form (parts A, B, C and D) 

• Guide for Applicants 

• FAQs published on the call page 

• Model grant agreement 

• EU Financial Regulation and Rules of application 
 


	For the Commission

